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ABSTRACT

REASONING ABOUT USER FEEDBACK
UNDER IDENTITY UNCERTAINTY
IN KNOWLEDGE BASE CONSTRUCTION
SEPTEMBER 2020
ARI KOBREN
B.Sc., TUFTS UNIVERSITY
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Andrew McCallum

Intelligent, automated systems that are intertwined with everyday life—such as Google
Search and virtual assistants like Amazon’s Alexa or Apple’s Siri—are often powered in
part by knowledge bases (KBs), i.e., structured data repositories of entities, their attributes,
and the relationships among them. Despite a wealth of research focused on automated KB
construction methods, KBs are inevitably imperfect, with errors stemming from various
points in the construction pipeline. Making matters more challenging, new data is created
daily and must be integrated with existing KBs so that they remain up-to-date. As the primary
consumers of KBs, human users have tremendous potential to aid in KB construction by
contributing feedback that identifies spurious and missing entity attributes and relations.
However, correctly integrating user feedback with an existing KB is complicated by the
necessity to resolve identity uncertainty, i.e., uncertainty regarding to which real-world
entity a piece of data refers. Identity uncertainty abounds in the collection of raw evidence
ix

from which a KB is built. Moreover, it also gives rise to identity uncertainty in user feedback,
when KB entities, which were affected by user feedback, are split or merged.
In this dissertation, we present a continuous reasoning framework capable of integrating
user feedback with a KB, under identity certainty. To begin, we introduce G RINCH, an
online entity resolution (ER) algorithm—with provable correctness guarantees—capable of
merging and splitting KB entities as new data arrives. We show that G RINCH is efficient
and achieves state-of-the-art performance in ER as well as in clustering. Next, we propose
a method for using G RINCH to resolve identity uncertainty in a KB’s underlying data as
well as in user feedback. Our approach is based on representing user feedback as mentions,
i.e., first class KB objects that participate in all parts of KB construction. Furthermore, we
introduce a structured representation for feedback comprised of packaging and payload,
which facilitates recovery from KB errors that stem from both identity uncertainty and
noisy data. Finally, we evaluate our framework’s efficacy using data from the KB that
supports OpenReview.net—a deployed, conference management system that solicits
feedback from users. The demands of OpenReview.net lead us to develop XG RINCH S HALLOW (XGS), a variant of G RINCH that builds trees with arbitrary branching factors,
and subsequently instantiates 60% fewer internal nodes than G RINCH. Empirically, we
show that XGS is efficient, and is able to effectively utilize user feedback to improve the
correctness and completeness of the OpenReview.net KB. We conclude with 7 concrete
suggestions for future research on this topic.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview

Structured data repositories of entities and relations, known as knowledge bases (KBs),
are increasingly prevalent as stand-alone resources and as central components of popular
automated tools. For example, Wikidata [109], DBPedia [64] and YAGO2 [46] are all
publicly available KBs of general knowledge, and both Google Search and Maps are reliant
on the Google Knowledge Graph. Domain-specific KBs are also ubiquitous and even play a
central role in some research areas, such as digital libraries [110].
Whether they are constructed automatically or by hand, KBs are often incomplete and
noisy. For example, it has been reported that 71% of people in Freebase are missing a place
of birth attribute and 75% have no known nationality [26]. Similarly, while YAGO2 is
estimated to be 95% accurate, this translates to roughly 22 million incorrect facts involving
9.8 million entities [46]. The vast research in cleaning and correction of databases is
further evidence of the permeation of errors throughout the construction of KBs in multiple
domains [26, 67, 115, 27].
As the primary consumers of KBs, human users have significant potential to aid in KB
construction and maintenance. From a user’s standpoint, a KB contains a set of entities, each
entity possessing attributes and optionally participating in relationships with other entities.
Errors appear to users as spurious and missing attributes and relationships. However, the
data that gives rise to a KB is a collection of raw evidence, which can be understood as
mentions that require clustering by entity resolution (ER) into a set of inferred entities.
The attributes and relations of the inferred KB entities with which the user interacts are
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drawn from this underlying clustering of the mentions. Therefore, the spurious and missing
attributes and relationships, may stem from a variety of sources, including: noisy mentions
produced by information extraction, mistakes in ER, missing data, etc.
In light of new data that is continually being added to a KB, inferred KB entities may
change. Specifically, the arrival of new mentions and user feedback can trigger modifications
of the underlying mention clustering, resulting in the creation of new inferred entities,
removal of previously inferred entities or alteration of the existing inferred entities’ attributes
and relations. The volatility of the underlying mention clustering poses a formidable
challenge to the task of integrating user feedback with KB content, especially when the
precise targets of feedback are unknown, a phenomenon known as identity uncertainty [77,
84]. We provide the following example to ground our discussion of user feedback that
exhibits identity uncertainty.
Example 1. [Feedback Exhibiting Identity Uncertainty] Consider a KB of scientists presenting the scientist’s topical expertise, affiliation history, scientific collaborations and
previous work—all gathered from research papers and other mentions of the scientists.
While interacting with the KB, a user notices the entity Fernando Pereira and submits
feedback asserting that Fernando Pereira collaborated with a scientist named John
Blitzer. Later, another user notices an error in Fernando Pereira’s affiliation history,
which stems from ER incorrectly merging mentions of a second Fernando Pereira with the
mentions of the existing Fernando Pereira KB entity. In an attempt to correct the
error, which manifests as an incorrect affiliation, the user submits feedback claiming that
Fernando Pereira, who is affiliated with the organization Google, was never affiliated
with the Instituto de Telecomunicações in Portugal. This second piece of feedback signals to
the KB that the mentions comprising Fernando Pereira belong to at least 2 distinct,
real-world entities. The KB proceeds to split the corresponding cluster of mentions into two
inferred entities. But, after the split, the decision of to which of the clusters the first piece of
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feedback applies is not entirely clear because of uncertainty with respect to the true identity
of the Fernando Pereira mentioned in that feedback.
In this thesis, we present a framework for integrating user feedback amidst identity
uncertainty throughout KB construction. Our framework is comprised of 3 key building
blocks. The first is a new, online, hierarchical clustering algorithm for ER (Chapter 3)
that supports deterministic, non-local rearrangements of the hierarchy in response to newly
added data. This feature is crucial for recovering from ER errors, which can require splitting
and merging of previously inferred entities (as in the example above), and distinguishes our
work from previous approaches. The second building block is the notion that each piece
of user feedback should be represented as a mention and participate as a first-class object
during ER (Chapter 4). Under this approach, when an inferred entity that was previously the
target of user feedback is split–as in the example above–the decision about the new target
of the feedback is naturally handled by our new ER algorithm. The final component in
our framework is the structuring of user feedback with two sets of attributes—packaging
and payload—that facilitate recovery from KB errors stemming from different sources, and
which require distinct styles of correction (Chapter 4). We present empirical results on
synthetic and real-world data KBs that include user feedback as well as theoretical results
with respect to our framework (Section 5.4). As this thesis helps lay a foundation for the
study of methods for integrating user feedback with KBs under identity uncertainty, we
conclude with a discussion of various paths for future investigation.

1.2

Thesis Statement and Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we argue that user feedback is a key ingredient in maintaining growing KBs.
Moreover, if identity uncertainty abounds among the raw data used to build a KB, effective
integration schemes must consider identity uncertainty of user feedback. Furthermore,
it is vital to consider the relationship among the possible KB error types, the breadth of
corresponding valid user feedback, and the method used for feedback integration in order to
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design a representation of user feedback that leads to effective and predictable integration.
Formally,
Thesis Statement: Effective utilization of user feedback during KB construction can be
achieved by treating the feedback as raw evidence that may exhibit identity uncertainty, and
choosing representations of the feedback that are designed to facilitate recovery from a wide
range of possible KB error types.
The primary contributions of this thesis are summarized below:
1. Design of a new, incremental, hierarchical clustering algorithm for ER that leverages both local and global rearrangements and an empirical demonstration that the
algorithm performs well in practice (Chapter 3).
2. Development of a new notion of separability for clustering that is defined with respect
to any model, and a theoretical guarantee that our incremental clustering algorithm
constructs trees that contains the optimal clustering when the separability condition is
met (Section 3.2).
3. Attribute feedback, and a proposal to represent user feedback as mentions that may
contain attributes with negative weight (Chapter 4).
4. An empirical investigation on synthetically generated data showing that representing
user feedback as mentions and allowing the integration algorithm to reason about
identity uncertainty is superior to strategies that allow feedback to overwrite inferred
entity attributes (Chapter 4).
5. Packaging and payload feedback representation that allow for recovery from ER
errors as well as data corruption errors (Chapter 4).
6. Development of XG RINCH -S HALLOW, which extends G RINCH by allowing for
arbitrary branching factor and also reduces the amount of required memory (Chapter
5).
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7. Experiments that showcase the utility of our framework (XG RINCH -S HALLOW, edits
as mentions, attribute feedback, and packaging and payload edit representation) with
real user feedback collected via OpenReview.net (Section 5.4).
8. Identification of 7 concrete avenues of future work related to integration of user
feedback during KB construction (Chapter 6).

1.3

Thesis Outline

This chapter (Chapter 1) serves as an overview of our primary focus: we describe our
study of user feedback and its interplay with knowledge base construction, the problems that
naturally transpire, and our approaches to these problems. In the next chapter, we survey
the components of knowledge base construction pipelines, which sets the foundation for
our technical contributions. We pay special attention to identity uncertainty in knowledge
base construction, as well as its ramifications for user feedback. Chapter 3 details our
first technical contribution, G RINCH: an incremental clustering algorithm that we use for
entity resolution. We show positive experimental results on benchmark entity resolution
datasets, as well as in the more general setting of clustering. Next, in Chapter 4, we dive into
issues related to user feedback. We introduce attribute feedback, and provide a framework
for integrating this style of user feedback under identity uncertainty with G RINCH. Our
proposal is based on a representation of user feedback as raw evidence that contain a
packaging and a payload. Finally, we study a real-world knowledge base that receives user
feedback: OpenReview.net. We introduce XG RINCH -S HALLOW (Chapter 5), a G RINCH
variant designed to use less memory and run on OpenReview.net data. Experimentation with
XG RINCH -S HALLOW and its viability as a feedback integration algorithm are described in
Chapter 5.4. In Chapter 6, we conclude with a summary of results and contributions, as well
as avenues for future work.
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1.4

Declaration of Collaborations

The following is published work that was done jointly with the named researchers:
• The preliminary ideas related to the treatment of user edits as mentions with packaging
and payload were developed with Michael L. Wick and Andrew McCallum [118].
• Entity-centric attribute feedback initially appears in work with Nicholas Monath and
Andrew McCallum [56].
• The GRINCH algorithm was designed jointly with Nicholas Monath, Akshay Krishnamurthy, Michael Glass and Andrew McCallum [79].
• Refinement of packaging and payload and the most recent experimental results on
integrating user feedback under identity uncertainty is work done in collaboration
with Nicholas Monath and Andrew McCallum [57].
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CHAPTER 2
ROLES FOR USER FEEDBACK
IN KNOWLEDGE BASE CONSTRUCTION

Knowledge bases (KBs) are structured data repositories, which are often used to support
a plethora of services and technologies. As one example, the creators of one of the first major
KBs—Cyc—argued that having access to a sizeable KB would help to endow artificially
intelligent agents with common sense, thereby breaking the agents’ brittleness and resolving
"the AI bottleneck" [65]. However, the past few decades have shown that, while building
useful KBs is possible, it is also challenging.
In this chapter, we describe knowledge base construction and outline the roles that user
feedback might play in the process. We begin by discussing a broad family of techniques
designed to facilitate the conversion of unstructured data into a structured, actionable
representation. We pay special attention to entity resolution (ER), which poses one of the
primary challenges of KB construction, especially when simultaneously reasoning about
user feedback. Then, we provide a vision for how humans, who are significant consumers of
KBs, can play a more active role in their construction, the related issues that arise.
To ground our discussions, we begin with a motivating example to which we will refer
throughout the chapter.
Example 2 (A Knowledge Base of All Scientists). A primary inspiration for this thesis
is the desire to build a knowledge base of all scientists. Such a KB would include living
and deceased scientists, their grants and awards won, collaborations, areas of expertise,
publications, biographical information and affiliation history. The KB of scientists would
trace each of these elements for each scientist over time. Crucially, the KB must dynamically
7

grow to include new information: emerging scientists, new grants and awards won, evolving
collaboration networks, ebb and flow of expertise, the most recent publications and changes
to affiliations.
The KB described in Example 2 is not only our goal. Examples of existing resources that
partially address this challenge are many: ArnetMiner1 , ArXiv2 , Citeseer3 , DBLP4 , Google
Scholar5 , OpenReview.net6 , ORCID7 , PubMed8 , Scopus9 , and the Web of Science10 . Some
of these resources are focused on particular domains (e.g., PubMed), others are focused on
publications (e.g., ArXiv and DBLP), while others offer additional services not described in
Example 2 (e.g., OpenReview.net). Yet, all are centered on cataloguing scientific knowledge
and those who create it.

2.1

Knowledge Base Construction

A knowledge base (KB) is a structured database of entities, their attributes and the
relationships among the KB entities. In Example 2, the entities include scientists, but also
the papers they publish and the institution with which they are affiliated. The attributes
of the scientist include things like: their date of birth, email addresses, homepages, etc.

1

https://aminer.org/

2

https://arxiv.org/

3

http://csxstatic.ist.psu.edu/

4

https://dblp.uni-trier.de/

5

https://scholar.google.com/

6

https://openreview.net/

7

https://orcid.org/

8

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/

9

https://www.scopus.com/home.uri

10

https://clarivate.com/products/web-of-science/
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Relationships (among entities) include things like a collaboration between two scientists
and the affiliation of a scientist with an institution.
Constructing such a comprehensive KB is a challenging task that has enjoyed significant
research attention. While many varieties of KBs exist with a corresponding variety of
construction methods, in the following subsections we broadly describe common sub-tasks
of KB construction that are especially pertinent to our work. These sub-tasks include:
information extraction, entity resolution, relation extraction, and canonicalization.

2.1.1

Information Extraction

Recall that KB construction refers to the process of converting unstructured and heterogeneouslystructured information into a consistent, structured, actionable format. As such, the first
step in KB construction is information extraction. The input to information extraction is a
collection of unstructured (and heterogeneously-structured) data, which are often referred
to as documents. The output of information extraction is a collection mentions, which are
structured records that refer to particular KB entities.
In Example 2, a mention of a particular scientist could be a BIBTEX record (i.e., a
structured citation). Such a mention might include: the name of the target scientist, the
names of some of the scientist’s collaborators, and information related to one of that
scientist’s publications. In fact, a BIBTEX record could be treated as a mention of each of
the publication’s coauthors, and of the publication itself. While some BIBTEX (and similar,
structured citation) records are readily available (e.g., those included in DBLP), others
must be extracted from PDFs—a task known as citation field extraction. Citation field
extraction has traditionally be performed using trained sequence models [5], but now, state
of the art results are achieved by leveraging contextualized word embedding (specifically
RoBERTa) [102, 72]. We specifically call attention to citation field extraction because, in
Section 5.4, we perform experiments in the context of OpenReview.net, where many of the
mentions are structured citations.
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For completeness, we also touch on the more general task of extracting mentions from
natural language text. For example, one well-studied sub-task is named entity recognition
(NER), where the goal is to tag mentions of entities (i.e., people, places, organizations, etc.)
in free text [38]. More concretely, in NER, the input is a sequence of tokens and the output is
a sequence of tags, one for each token, where each tag indicates whether the corresponding
token is the first token of in a token subsequence that refers to an entity, a non-beginning
token in the subsequence, or not part of such a subsequence. There has been substantial
research effort on this front, which we do not cover; the interested reader should see relevant
surveys [81, 123]. A related sub-task is entity typing, where each token in the sequence is
tagged with its type (e.g., person, location, organization, etc.). Research in entity typing has
focused on methods that work with increasingly finer-grained types, and that allow each
token to have multiple types [61, 70, 2, 25, 80, 98]. The results of NER and entity typing
are mentions, their corresponding types, and context.
This thesis does not develop new methods for information extraction. Instead, we assume
that the mentions are provided or readily available (i.e., they are available via a KB like
DBLP). However, our contributions all rely on having an underlying set of mentions as input.
As such, basic understanding of how mentions come to be and what types of information
they contain is highly relevant and important.

2.1.2

Relation Extraction

In addition to detecting entity mentions and labeling them with the corresponding types,
KBs store relationships among entities. These relationships can be discovered using relation
extraction techniques. In a traditional approach, a multi-class classifier is trained to predict
what relationship (if any) is expressed by a sentence containing two named entities [50].
Semi-supervised [14], distantly supervised [78], and unsupervised methods are also in
use [43]. More recently, researchers have developed methods for joint NER, entity typing
and relation extraction [128]. We do not cover the breadth and intracacies of the numerous
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approaches to relation extraction; instead, we refer the interested reader to the following
surveys for more detail [95, 85].

2.1.3

Entity Resolution

After information extraction, the next step in knowledge base construction is often entity
resolution (ER). ER is the task of clustering a collection of mentions by ground-truth entity.
Ideally, each cluster contains all of the mentions of a single real-world entity. Consider
Example 2, and assume that information extraction has produced a large collection of
mentions—one per scientist—in BIBTEX format. Assume that some of the mentions in
the collection refer to a specific scientist named Rajarshi Das, who is affiliated with
the organization UMass Amherst. The name Rajarshi Das is relatively common, and
thus, it is reasonable to expect that there are multiple real-world scientists with this name
who have corresponding mentions in the collection11 . Making matters more challenging,
some mentions may only include the first initial of the corresponding author’s name (e.g.,
"R."), and some real-world authors may have multiple aliases. During ER, the goal is to
build clusters of mentions such that each distinct, real-world, Rajarshi Das can be mapped
to a single cluster with all of the corresponding mentions. We say that two mentions are
coreferent if they refer to the same entity.
The challenge described above arises because of identity uncertainty [77, 84]. Formally,
Definition 1 (Identity Uncertainty). A mention exhibits identity uncertainty if there is
uncertainty regarding the entity to which it refers.
While identity uncertainty is well-known to be the primary difficulty in ER, in this thesis,
we show that when a KB’s underlying mentions exhibit identity uncertainty, user feedback
provided to the KB may also exhibit identity uncertainty (Chapter 4). That is, in certain
cases, the intended target (KB entity) of a piece of user feedback may be uncertainty. Indeed,

11

This particular example is inspired by the DBLP profile page for "Rajarshi Das" which includes publications written by multiple distinct scientists with the same name.
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this is one of the primary challenges of designing mechanisms for integrating user feedback
and KB content.
As a crucial component of KB construction, ER has received significant attention from
the research community [7, 91, 36, 86, 89, 99]. Related to Example 2 (and our experiments
with OpenReview.net in Section 5.4), a large body of work focuses specifically on ER
applied to mentions of scientific authors [42, 104, 21, 103, 120, 71, 110, 112, 127, 6].
Most of these approaches are comprised of: i) training a model of mention similarity, and
ii) using the learned similarity metric in conjunction with a clustering algorithm to resolve
the mentions. As is expected, no method perfectly solves ER, which adds to the potential of
users to aid in KB content curation through feedback.
The ER studies referenced above are all set in the cross-document domain, where
each mention may come from a different document. While we focus on cross-document
ER in this thesis, for completeness, we also briefly discuss two related sub-tasks of KB
construction: i) within-document coreference, and ii) entity linking. As the name suggests,
within-document coreference (a.k.a., within-document ER) is the task of resolving mentions
that all come from the same document. As such, within-document ER systems are generally
more concerned with resolving pronouns, and cross-document ER typically involves a larger
number of mentions and entities [99]. Unlike cross-document ER, the within-document
setting allows for the use of an order-based approach known as best-left-link [83, 16]:
during the resolution of a mention, that mention is either coreferent with a mention that
appeared earlier in the document, or refers to an entity not yet referenced in the document. In
comparison to the cross-document setting, where there is usually no ordering of the mentions,
this drastically reduces the space of potentially coreferent mention pairs, thereby significantly
lightening the computational burden. Indeed, many classic coreference resolution systems
are founded on this approach [83, 11, 16]. Other systems take generative, graph-based, or,
more recently, neural approaches [117, 40, 41, 122, 18, 19, 63]. For additional details, see
the following survey of foundational related work [82].
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Finally, we briefly describe entity linking. In this task, the input is a collection of
mentions and an existing KB, and the goal is to link the mentions to their corresponding
KB entity, or determine that their corresponding entity is not in the KB. Again, we refer the
reader to surveys for further details on initial research [97] and newer, neural approaches [96].
In this thesis, we focus on ER (not entity linking) in the the cross-document setting. This
is because we operate in a setting in which mentions come from multiple, heterogeneous
sources, and no reference KB is initially available.

2.1.4

Canonicalization

After information extraction, relation extraction, and ER, it is often necessary to canonicalize the KB entities. At a high level, canonicalization refers to the process of synthesizing
a single, consistent, and non-redundant "view" of a KB entity from its underlying mentions.
For example, during canonicalization of open domain KBs—a setting in which canonicalization is particularly important—two mentions of the same entity, one expressing the
relation born in and the other expressing the relation birthplace, would be combined
to yield a single relationship. As another example, in the KB of scientists described above
(Example 2), during canonicalization, the years and coauthors included in a collection of
BIBTEX mentions of the scientist could be combined to produce a list of collaborators and
years of collaboration. Compared to many other stages of KB construction, canonicalization has only received a small amount of attention by the research community. One study
develops a method for resolving mentions—using clustering, much like ER—and then
relationships using rule mining and clustering, followed by mapping the relation clusters to
an external KB [33]. Another more recent works develops a joint approach to noun phrase
and relationship canonicalization using embedded representations [107].

2.1.5

Knowledge Base Completion and Related Techniques

Once mentions are extracted and resolved, relationships discovered and entities canonicalized, the KB may be considered "built." Yet, at this stage, a KB has usually only realized
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a small fraction of its potential utility. Often, additional methods are employed that leverage
KB content and extends its functionality. Many of these techniques belong to the family
of KB completion methods; all of these methods attempt to combining multiple, explicitly
stored KB "facts" to infer missing entities, relationship and entity attributes. The diversity
of work in this space is vast, and so we only raise a handful of examples.
In early systems, like Cyc, KB facts were often represented by logical predicates; logical
inference rules could be applied to these facts to derive new facts and also answer questions [65]. The family of Universal Schema approaches represent a more recent approach
to extending KB content that infer unobserved relationships via matrix factorization [93].
Different still is MINERVA, which learns to transverse a KB—represented as a graph—in
order to answer queries about KB entities [22]. Today, some "KBs" are comprised of a
corpus of natural language text—not highly structured facts, as in Cyc—coupled with a
passage retrieval and a reading comprehension model [17, 23, 39, 87]. While these modern
systems have been shown to support applications like question answering, in comparison to
KBs like Cyc, they are less conducive to manual inspection and maintenance.

2.2

User Feedback for Improving KB Accuracy and Coverage

As a primary consumer of KBs, humans have the potential to improve their construction
and maintenance. This thesis explores the intersection of user feedback and KB construction,
focusing on KBs that exhibit identity uncertainty. Here, we briefly discuss the how user
feedback could aid KB construction, the new challenges that arise, and how KB construction
tools should be (re-)designed in response.
To begin, assume there exists a KB in which humans interact with the KB entities,
not the underlying mentions. For example, in Example 2, users would interact with KB
scientists, institutions, and canonicalized publications, but not the raw BIBTEX records that
are evidence of these entities. Interactions with the KB entities could include browsing
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their corresponding wiki-style pages, issuing queries about entities and receiving responses
generated by some form of KB inference, or other similar mechanisms.
During this interaction, humans may notice errors. Broadly, we identify four sources of
KB errors:
1. missing data,
2. corrupted mentions, which are either the result of noisy raw data or information
extraction,
3. mistakes made during ER, and
4. mistakes made during canonicalization, completion and other related tasks.
Since the users interact with KB entities, in all cases above, errors manifest similarly: they
appear to users as KB entities with missing and spurious attributes. Upon encountering
such an error, that user can submit feedback in order to correct it. To apply the feedback
effectively, the KB must determine which source of error is responsible for the mistake, lest
additional errors arise. As an example, consider a KB entity, e, with an incorrectly inferred
email address, and user feedback conveying that e’s email is incorrect. If the source of the
error is noise or mistaken canonicalization, the KB should effectively use the feedback as
evidence for removal of the incorrect email from e. On the other hand, if the source of the
error is ER, then the KB must fix its underlying clustering of the mentions.
From this short example, a handful of desiderata are immediately apparent.
1. Feedback must be provided at the entity-level. This is because users interact with
KB entities and not mentions. This is opposed to traditional mechanisms for providing
feedback, which include pairwise mention constraints [113, 68, 108, 75, 76, 127].
2. ER must be performed incrementally or online. There are multiple reasons for
such a design decision. First, in case the source of an error is faulty ER, a (partial)
re-clustering of the mentions is required. Performing ER again from scratch may be
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prohibitively expensive (especially if the KB supports real-time user feedback integration). Next, re-running a non-deterministic ER method may result in a completely
different clustering of the mentions, which would also lead to very poor user experience. Finally, acquiring new data and user feedback naturally occurs continuously
over time, which suggest a lightweight method of new data integration.
3. ER must have the capability to split and merge KB entities. This is required since
feedback may be evidence of ER errors. This is in opposition of feedback integration
schemes that simply overwrite or delete the attributes and relationships of KB entities.
4. User feedback must be capable of facilitating recovery from all sources of error.
To this end, the way user feedback is represented in a KB is a critical design decision.
5. User feedback should be treated epistemologically [121]. That is, user feedback
should be treated as a first-class KB value; it should never be overwritten or deleted.
This is because the KB may make mistakes when determining the source of an error
that a piece of feedback attempts to remedy. We would like for the KB to be able to
revisit these decisions in order to correctly apply the feedback.
6. The KB must reason about identity uncertainty with respect to user feedback.
Since we assume that some errors arise from ER, it is possible for user feedback to
have been applied to a KB entity whose mentions are later "split" to form two or more
KB entities. In such cases, the KB must determine to which of the new KB entities
the user feedback applies.
This thesis builds up a framework that aims to address each of these desiderata. To this
end, the following chapters develop new algorithms, styles of user feedback and feedback
representations. We provide both theoretical results where appropriate as well as empirical
validation of our approach on both synthetic and real-world data.
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CHAPTER 3
INCREMENTAL HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING
WITH TREE GRAFTING

3.1

Overview

Entity resolution (ER) is a central component of KB construction that is responsible for
clustering mentions into inferred entities. The clustering of the KB’s underlying mentions
defines its entities and is used to derive their attributes and relationships. Unfortunately, ER
algorithms are inevitably imperfect; they often cluster mentions from different ground-truth
entities together and split mentions from the same ground-truth entity across multiple clusters.
These errors manifest after canonicalization as spurious and missing entity attributes and
relationships.
Fortunately, users can help to identify these ER errors through the contribution of
feedback, which we also refer to as user edits. Ideally, a KB would be equipped with
an algorithm capable of consuming the user edits to incite mergers and splits among the
previously inferred entities with the goal of discovering the ground-truth partition. Since
these user edits naturally arrives over time, ideal integration algorithms are incremental, i.e.,
they consume one piece of data at a time rather than reclustering all of the mentions after
each new piece of feedback arrives.
In this chapter, we develop G RINCH, the Grafting and Rotation-based INCremental
Hierarchical clustering algorithm that can be used for ER. G RINCH consumes points one
at a time and adds them to an incrementally built hierarchy. Unlike previous incremental
clustering algorithms, G RINCH includes a deterministic, global rearrangement mechanism
called a graft. During a graft, two subtrees that may be far from each other in the tree
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can be merged if they are deemed similar enough. This type of global rearrangement is
imperative for appropriately handling user edits (and new mentions) that provide evidence
for the merger of two distinct inferred entities. Unlike many clustering algorithms, G RINCH
can be used to cluster data according to any similarity model, including linkage functions,
which measure similarity between two subtrees.
Our choice to develop a hierarchical clustering algorithm is partially inspired by extensive
work in hierarchical models and algorithms for ER [21, 103, 99, 120, 66, 71, 127, 6]. In this
work, learned linkage functions have led to improvements in accuracy by helping to identify
set-level inconsistencies and similarities with respect to attributes like: gender, animacy and
number (singular/plural) [88, 28, 19]. Additionally, hierarchical models promote efficiency
in inference and facilitate the representation of uncertainty by encoding multiple partitions
of the underlying mentions simultaneously [126, 31, 55].
Theoretically, we define a notion of model-based separation that characterizes the
relationship between a linkage function and a dataset. For generality, we adopt a graphtheoretic formalism, where data points correspond to vertices of an unknown graph whose
connected components form a ground-truth clustering. Model-based separation suggests
that the linkage function value is high for two item sets if the induced subgraph is connected
(see Subsection 3.2.1). We prove that under this condition, the ground-truth clusters are a
tree-consistent partition of the hierarchy built by GRINCH.
In experiments, we show that G RINCH is efficient and builds trees with higher dendrogram purity than other clustering algorithms on large scale datasets. The experiments are
performed with a common and important linkage function—average linkage—as well as
a linkage function that measures the cosine similarity between two cluster centroid representations. We also perform experiments on two author coreference (a.k.a., author ER)
datasets using learned linkage functions, and demonstrate that G RINCH is more efficient and
accurate than the baselines. Our experiments reveal that G RINCH dominates competitors
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that only make local tree rearrangements, highlighting the power of the graft subroutine
and the robustness of G RINCH.

3.2

Linkage Functions for Clustering

Clustering is the problem of constructing a partition C = {C1 , · · · , Ck } of a dataset
S
0
0
X = {xi }N
i=1 , such that
C∈C C = X and ∀C, C ∈ C, C ∩ C = ∅. The partition is known
as a clustering of X .
Most algorithms construct clusterings using pairwise similarities among points. But,
pairwise similarities cannot capture many complex relationships, e.g., points x1 and x2 are
similar when clustered with point x3 , but are otherwise dissimilar. A natural generalization
that can capture these types of relationships are similarities defined over sets of points, which
we refer to as linkage functions. Formally, a linkage function is a function f : 2X × 2X → R.
Clustering with linkage functions is ubiquitous, especially in HAC (from which the
name linkage function is derived). In HAC, many popular linkage functions like single, complete- and average-linkage are computed from pairwise distance functions. More
complex, set-wise linkage functions are used in applications such as image segmentation,
within document coreference and entity resolution; in the latter two domains, these functions
are often learned [40, 19, 58, 41, 122, 125]. A unique capability of HAC is that it can easily
support an arbitrary linkage function. This flexibility is essential to combat the ill-posed
nature of clustering.

3.2.1

Model-based Separation

Our goal is to design an algorithm that, like HAC, can support arbitrary linkage functions,
but is dramatically faster. In developing clustering algorithms, it is often useful to consider
various assumptions about the separability of the underlying data. For example, in the
pairwise setting one of the strongest data assumptions is known as strict separation [8]. This
assumption holds that any point in ground-truth cluster Ci is more similar to every other point
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in Ci than any point from a different ground-truth cluster, Cj . It is easy to see that popular
instantiations of HAC (e.g., single-, average- and complete-linkage) provably succeed under
strict separation, which provides some theoretical motivation for these algorithms.
We introduce a notion of model-based separation for clustering with a linkage function.
Since linkage functions may operate on data of any type, we formalize the definition in
terms of a graph, where the points correspond to vertices.
Definition 2 (Model-based Separation). Let G = (X , E) be a graph. Let f : 2X × 2X → R
be a linkage function that computes the similarity of two groups of vertices and let φ :
2X × 2X → {0, 1} be a function that returns 1 if the union of its arguments is a connected
subgraph of G. Then f separates G if

∀s0 , s1 , s2 ⊆ X ,

φ(s0 , s1 ) > φ(s0 , s2 ) ⇒ f (s0 , s1 ) > f (s0 , s2 )

In words, for a linkage function f to separate a graph G, take any two sets of vertices, s0
and s1 , such that s0 ∪ s1 is connected in G, i.e., φ(s0 , s1 ) = 1. Then, for any set s2 such
φ(s0 , s2 ) = 0, the score of f on input (s0 , s1 ) must be greater than on input (s0 , s2 ).
Model-based separation offers a non-standard view of clustering. Specifically, the points
of a dataset are treated as vertices in a graph with latent edges. The ground-truth clusters
are the connected components of the graph and the goal of clustering is to discover these
components using a linkage function.
We provide the following two examples to help build intuition about model-based
separation. The examples are used throughout the remainder of our discussion.
Example 3 (Clique). Consider a graph G = (X , E) in which each connected component is
a clique. Then if f separates G, every vertex in a connected component, Ci , is more similar
to all other vertices in Ci than any vertex in connected component Cj , where similarity is
defined by f .
Thus, clique-structured connected components exactly capture strict separation.
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(a) Clique-shaped clusters.

(b) Chain-shaped clusters.

Figure 3.1: Model-based separation. Figure 3.1a shows two clique-shaped clusters with points as vertices in a graph. If f separates the graph then f (s0 , s1 ) >
max[f (s0 , s2 ), f (s1 , s2 )] because s0 and s1 form a connected subgraph. In Figure 3.1b,
even if f separates the graph, it is possible for f (s0 , s1 ) < f (s1 , s2 ). However, f (s1 , s2 ) <
f (s2 , s3 ).

Example 4 (Chain). Consider a graph G = (X , E) in which each connected component is
chain-structured. According to Definition 2, two vertices that are part of the same chain but
do not share an edge may be dissimilar under f even if f separates G. However, any two
segments of the chain connected by an edge are similar under f .
A visual illustration of both clique and chain style clusters is depicted in Figure 3.1. As
we will see, chain structured connected components pos a challenge to existing incremental
algorithms, something we resolve with GRINCH (Section 3.3).

3.2.2

Cluster Trees

In most clustering problems, the appropriate number of clusters is unknown a priori.
HAC addresses this uncertainty by building a cluster tree over points.
Definition 3 (Cluster tree [59]). A binary cluster tree T on a dataset X = {xi }N
i=1 is a
collection of subsets such that C0 = {xi }N
i=1 ∈ T and for each Ci , Cj ∈ T either Ci ⊂ Cj ,
Cj ⊂ Ci or Ci ∩ Cj = ∅. For any C ∈ T , if ∃C 0 ∈ T with C 0 ⊂ C, then there exists two
CL , CR ∈ T that partition C.
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Given a cluster tree, T , any set of disjoint subtrees whose leaves cover X represents a
valid clustering and is referred to as a tree consistent partition [45]. Thus, cluster trees
compactly encode multiple alternative clusterings, allowing for a clustering to be selected as
a post-processing step. Another advantage of using cluster trees is that they often facilitate
efficient search and naturally group similar points near one another in the hierarchy
We relate model-based separation, cluster trees and HAC in the following fact:
Fact 1. Let f be a linkage function that separates G. Then running HAC under f returns a
cluster tree, T , such that the connected components of G are a tree-consistent partition of
T.
To see why, notice that in each iteration of HAC, the highest scoring pair of remaining
subtrees is merged. Since f separates G, a merger resulting in a subtree that corresponds to
a connected subgraph of G has higher score than any merger resulting in a disconnected
subgraph of G. Even though HAC can construct a cluster tree that contains the ground-truth
clustering as a tree-consistent partition, the algorithm costs O(n2 log n) for general linkage
functions and does not scale to large datasets. We will verify this claim empirically in our
experiments (Section 3.4).

3.3

Rotations, Grafting and Grinch

In this section we derive an efficient, incremental algorithm called GRINCH that can
be used to construct clusterings under any linkage function. Like HAC, the backbone of
GRINCH is a cluster tree. We begin the discussion by analyzing a greedy, incremental
variant of HAC and when it fails. Then, we introduce two subroutines, rotate and graft,
that can be used to enhance robustness. Finally, we present our algorithm, GRINCH.
Our discussion of G RINCH, includes notation relating various cluster-tree nodes to one
another. Figure 3.2 visualizes these relationships.
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Figure 3.2: Tree Terminology. a is the parent of c and d is the sibling of c. b is the aunt of
d and also the least common ancestor (LCA) of x5 and x8 . c has two ancestors, a has four
leaves, and b has six descendants.

3.3.1

Online HAC and Rotations

An efficient alternative to HAC is its online variant that merges each incoming point
with its nearest neighbor seen so far (G REEDY). For now, let us consider the setting in which
a nearest neighbor is found using a linkage function, f . Let f separate a graph G and let
ground-truth clusters be cliques in G (i.e., the data is strictly separated). Even in this simple
case, G REEDY may construct a cluster tree in which the ground-truth clustering is not a tree
consistent partition. To see why, consider a stream in which the first two points, x1 and x2 ,
are of the same ground-truth cluster and the third point, x3 is of a different cluster. Assume,
without loss of generality, that G REEDY adds x3 as a sibling of x1 . Then the ground-truth
clustering is not a tree consistent partition of the resulting tree (and all subsequent trees).
To recover from such mistakes, local tree rearrangements may be applied. Previous work
uses rotations, which swap a child and its aunt in the tree, to correct local errors induced by
unfavorable arrival order [55]. While originally designed to be used with pairwise distances,
the condition under which rotations should be applied can be extended to linkage functions:

f (v, sib(v)) < f (v, aunt(v))
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(a) x is added to the cluster tree. (b) v finds nearest neighbor v 0 .

l

(c) v 0 is grafted to v.

Figure 3.3: The graft subroutine. Dotted lines denote new nodes and mergers. Before
x is added to tree, l and v 0 reside in disjoint subtrees even though they belong to the same
ground-truth cluster. The addition of x creates the subtree with root v and initiates the
graft subroutine.

where the functions sib(·) and aunt(·) return the sibling and aunt of their input, respectively. In words, if a node v ∈ T achieves a higher score under f with its aunt than with
its sibling, then the aunt and sibling should be swapped. Now, let us revisit the example
above. Since x1 and x2 are both vertices in the same clique in G, they are connected by an
edge. Then, by model-based separation, f (x1 , x2 ) > f (x1 , x3 ), so a rotation will be applied,
producing a tree that contains the ground-truth clustering.
Unfortunately, the G REEDY algorithm, augmented with the ability to performs rotations
(ROTATE), cannot always recover the connected components of a graph that is separated by
f . In particular, ROTATE cannot reliably recover chains (Example 4). By virtue of being a
local operation, rotations can only be used to provably recover connected components that
are clique-structure.

3.3.2

Subtree Grafting

We introduce a non-local tree rearrangment called a graft, which facilitates the discovery
of chain-structured connected components. At a high level, the graft procedure with
respect to a node v ∈ T searches T for a node v 0 that is both similar to v and dissimilar from
its current sibling, sib(v 0 ). If such a subtree is found, v 0 is disconnected from its parent and
made a sibling of v. A visual illustration of a successful graft is depicted in Figure 3.3.
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In detail, a graft searches the leaves of T for the nearest neighbor leaf of v called l.
Then it checks whether the following holds:

f (v, l) > max[f (v, sib(v)), f (l, sib(l))]

(3.2)

i.e., v and l prefer each other to their current siblings according to f . If the condition
succeeds, merge v and l. If the condition fails because l prefers its sibling to v, retest the
condition at v and l’s parent, par(l); if the condition fails because v prefers its sibling to l,
then retest the condition at par(v) and l. Continue to check recursively until the condition
succeeds or until the first time two nodes, v1 and v2 , are reached such that one is the ancestor
of the other. Pseudocode for the graft subroutine can be found in Algorithm 1. In the
algorithm, par returns the parent of a node in the tree, lca returns the lowest common
ancestors of its arguments and makeSib merges its arguments and returns their new parent.
NN performs a nearest neighbor search and constrNN performs a nearest neighbor search
that excludes its second argument from the result.

3.3.3

Tree Restructuring

While the graft subroutine facilitates discovery of chain-structured clusters, poorly
structured trees are susceptible to having the graft subroutine disconnect previously
discovered ground-truth clusters. As an example, consider Figure 3.4, in which lvs(v)
form the connected subgraph Ci (i.e., they all belong to the same ground-truth cluster).
Consider v’s left child, v.l, and its descendants, which form a disconnected subgraph. An
attempt to graft either descendent, x1 or x2 , may succeed, even when initiated from a
node (not depicted) whose descendants are not connected to Ci . After such a graft, T
cannot contain a tree-consistent partition that matches the ground-truth clustering.
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Figure 3.4: Poorly structured tree. Even though v’s leaves form a connected subgraph of the
graph on the left of the Figure (i.e., they all belong to cluster Ci ), v.l’s descendent leaves,
x1 and x2 , are a disconnected. An attempt to graft either x1 or x2 from a node whose
descendants are not members of Ci may succeed.

Algorithm 1 graft (v, T , f )

l = constrNN(v, lvs(v), f, T )
v 0 = lca(v, l); st = v
while v 6= v 0 ∧ l 6= v 0 ∧ sib(v) 6= l do
if f (v, l) > max[f (v, sib(v), f (l, sib(l))] then
z = sib(v); v = merge(v, l)
restruct(z, lca(z, v), f )
break
if f (v, l) < f (l, sib(l)) then
l = par(l)
if f (v, l) < f (v, sib(v)) then
v = par(v)
if v == st then
Output: v 0
else
Output: v

Notice that a subtree can defend against spurious grafts by ensuring that each of its
descendant subtrees is connected. For example, in Figure 3.4, if x2 and x3 were swapped,
then each descendant subtree of v would be connected. Moreover, after such a swap, grafts
from nodes whose descendants were not part of Ci would necessarily fail (assuming that f
separates the graph).
During tree construction, the only step that can result in a connected subtree with
disconnected descendants is the graft subroutine (a rigorous proof is included in the
appendix). We introduce the restruct (restructure) subroutine, which is performed
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Algorithm 2 restruct(z, r, f )
while z! = r do
as = {sib(a) for a ∈ ancs(z)\ancs(r)}
m = argmaxa∈as f (z, a)
if f (z, sib(z)) < f (z, m) then
swap(sib(z), m)
z = par(z)

after a successful graft, and reorganizes a subtree with the intent of making each of its
descendants connected. Let v 0 be a node that was just grafted, v be the previous sibling of
v 0 (i.e., before the graft) and let r = lca(v, v 0 ) be the current least common ancestor of v
and v 0 . restruct is initiated from v. First, the siblings of the ancestors of v (until r) are
collected. Then, we find the node in the collection most similar to v. If that node is more
similar to v than v’s current sibling (according to f ), the two are swapped. The intuition
here is that if a graft left v and its new sibling disconnected, then the swap serves as a
mechanism to restore the connectedness of v’s parent. Such swaps are attempted from the
ancestors of v until r. Pseudocode appears in Algorithm 2.

3.3.4

Grinch

Using the rotate, graft and restruct tree rearrangement routines discussed in
Section 3.3, we derive a new algorithm called GRINCH, which stands for: Grafting and
Rotation-based INCremental Hiearchical clustering. The steps of the algorithm are as
follows: when a new record, xi , arrives, find xi ’s nearest neighbor, l, among the leaves of
T . Add xi to T as a sibling of l. Then, apply the rotate subroutine while Equation 3.1 is
true. Finally, attempt to graft recursively from each ancestor of xi . Each time a graft is
successful, restructure the tree to group similar items together. Pseudocode for GRINCH
can be found in Algorithm 3.
?
Theorem 1. Let X = {xi }N
i=1 be a dataset with ground-truth clustering C = {C1 , · · · , Ck }.

Let f separate a graph G on vertices X and let each cluster C ∈ C ? be a connected
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Algorithm 3 Insert(xi , T , f )

l = NN(xi , f, T ); t = makeSib(xi , l)
while f (xi , sib(xi )) < f (aunt(xi ), sib(xi )) do
rotate (xi , aunt(xi ))
p = par(xi )
while p 6= null do
curr = graft(p, T , f )

component in G. Then GRINCH recovers a cluster tree such that C ? is a tree consistent
partition of T regardless of the input order.
The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in the appendix.

3.4

Experiments

We experiment with GRINCH to assess its scalability and accuracy. We begin by
demonstrating that GRINCH outperforms other incremental clustering algorithms on a
synthetic dataset. Observing that some of the steps of GRINCH are underutilized, we present
4 approximations of GRINCH’s algorithmic components. We apply each approximation
in turn and show that together they dramatically improve GRINCH’s scalability without
compromising its clustering quality. Then, we compare the approximate variant of GRINCH
to state-of-the-art large scale hierarchical clustering methods. To showcase the flexibility
of GRINCH, we also provide experimental results in entity resolution, where the linkage
function is learned. Finally, we provide analysis of the graft subroutine–GRINCH’s
distinguishing feature–and perform experiments to demonstrate the algorithm’s robustness.
3.4.0.0.1

Dendrogram Purity

Before beginning, we briefly review dendrogram purity,

a preferred method of holistically evaluating hierarchical clusterings [13, 45, 55]. Dendrogram purity is computed as follows: Let C ? = {C1 , · · · , Ck } be the ground-truth clustering
of a dataset X , and let P ? = {(x, x0 )|x, x0 ∈ X , C ? (x) = C ? (x0 )} be the set of all point
pairs that belong to the same ground-truth clusters. Then the dendrogram purity (DP) of
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a cluster tree, T is: where lca(x, x0 ) returns the least common ancestor of x and x0 in T ,
lvs(·) returns the descendant leaves of its argument, and pur(·, C ? (x),) takes a collection
of leaves and computes the fraction that belong to ground-truth cluster C ? (x).
3.4.1

Synthetic Data Experiment

In our first experiment, we compare GRINCH to other incremental hierarchical clustering algorithms on a synthetic dataset in order to begin to understand GRINCH’s empirical
performance characteristics in a controlled manner. The data is generated so that it satisfies
model-based separation with respect to cosine similarity. In particular, the dataset contains
2500 10000-dimensional binary vectors that belong to 100 clusters, with 25 points per
cluster. Points in cluster k have bits 100k to 100(k − 1) set randomly to 1 with probability
0.1. All other bits are set to 0. This way, across cluster points have cosine similarity 0
and within cluster points can have either 0 or non-zero cosine similarity. In other words,
two points, x1 and x2 , in the same cluster can appear to be dissimilar and end up in distant
regions of the tree. The representation of each internal node in the GRINCH tree is the sum
of the vectors of its descendent leaves. Thus, compute the cosine similarity between two
nodes v and v 0 as the cosine similarity between their aggregated vectors ( we refer to this as
cosine linkage in the following sections ). We compare GRINCH, ROTATE and G REEDY.
The experimental results reveal that GRINCH achieves perfect dendrogram purity (1.0),
which is expected given GRINCH’s correctness guarantee. ROTATE achieves a dendrogram
purity of 0.872 while G REEDY achieves 0.854. ROTATE and G REEDY do not construct trees
of perfect purity because of their inability to globally rearrange a cluster hierarchy.

3.4.2

Approximations

Some of the algorithmic steps of GRINCH, which are required to prove its correctness,
are seldom invoked in practice. For example, and perhaps expectedly, a graft is unlikely
to succeed between two nodes close to the root of the tree. Therefore, we introduce handful
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of approximations designed to have little effect on the quality of the clusterings constructed
by GRINCH, but also designed to make the algorithm significantly faster in practice.
1. Capping. Recursive subroutines like graft and rotate improve performance, but
they are also computationally expensive to check, and often fail. Moreover, we notice that
tree rearrangements that occur close to the root do not have a significant, instantaneous
effect on dendrogram purity. Therefore, we introduce rotation, graft and restructure caps,
which prohibit rotations, grafts and restructures from occurring above a height, h.
2. Single Elimination Mode. The graft subroutine generally improves GRINCH’s
clustering performance, and is essential in attaining perfect purity on the synthetic
dataset, but we find that graft attempts are rejected many more times than they are
accepted. However, at times, we observe that a sequence of recursive grafts are
accepted when initiated close to the leaves. Therefore, to limit the number of attempted
grafts while retaining these graft sequences, we introduce single elimination mode.
In this mode, the recursive grafting procedure terminates after a graft between v and
v 0 fails because both prefer their current siblings to a merge.
3. Single Nearest Neighbor Searching. GRINCH makes heavy use of nearest neighbor
search under the linkage function f . Rather than perform nearest neighbor search anew
for each graft, when a point arrives, we perform a single k-NN search (k ∈ [25, 50])
and only consider these nodes during subsequent grafts (until the next point arrives).
4. Navigable Small World Graphs. Instead of performing nearest neighbor computations
exactly, we can perform them approximately. To this end, we employ a navigable small
world nearest neighbor graph (NSW)–a data structure inspired by decentralized search
in small world networks [116, 53, 54]. To find the nearest neighbor of a point, xi , in an
NSW, begin at a random node, v. If the similarity between xi and v is maximal among
all neighbors of v, terminate; otherwise, move to the neighbor of v most similar to xi . To
insert a new point, xj , find its k nearest neighbors and add edges between those neighbors
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Approx.
G RINCH
+Cap (100)
+1-Elim.
+1-NN
+no Restr.
+no Graft
+no Rotate

DP
0.533
0.533
0.534
0.540
0.538
0.506
0.442

Time (s)
85.37
48.45
39.02
22.23
14.29
12.75
14.79

ALOI
# Rotate
7107
6495
6574
6441
6477
6747
0

# Graft
2435
2157
1586
1516
1634
0
0

# Restr.
1088
686
533
570
0
0
0

DP
1.0
0.993
0.997
0.993
0.993
0.872
0.854

Time (s)
160.31
164.33
157.62
83.01
82.26
82.06
80.53

Synthetic
# Rotate
2558
2558
2523
2517
2476
2259
0

# Graft
578
578
526
415
426
0
0

# Restr.
203
194
184
148
0
0
0

Table 3.1: Ablation. Each row in the table represents GRINCH with the corresponding
approximation applied in addition to all approximations contained in previous rows. The
first 4 approximations significantly decreases the computational cost of GRINCH, but do
not compromise DP. The ablation is performed for the first 5000 points of ALOI and the
Synthetic datasets.

and a new point [73]. Thus, NSWs are constructed online. In practice, we simultaneous
construct a hierarchical clustering and an NSW over the points stored in the tree’s leaves.
To measure the effects of our approximations on the speed and quality of the resulting
algorithm, we conduct the following ablation. We run GRINCH on our synthetically generated dataset as well as a random 5k subset of the ALOI [35] dataset and measure dendrogram
purity, time, and the number of calls made to rotate, graft and restruct. We repeat
the procedure multiple times, each time adding one of the following approximations, in
order: capping, single elimination, single nearest neighbor search and approximate nearest
neighbor search. Capping and is performed at height 100. We also experiment with removal
of the graft and rotate subroutines.
The result of the ablation is contained in Table 3.1. We observe that, for both datasets,
each of the approximations reduces the computational cost of algorithm without effecting
the resulting DP. However, once grafts are removed, the DP drops by 3% on ALOI and
12% on the synthetic datasets. When rotate is also removed, DP drops by an additional
6% and 2%, respectively.
Having verified that on a subset of ALOI our approximations improve scalability at little
expense in terms of dendrogram purity, in the following experiments we report results for
GRINCH in single elimination mode and with the rotation cap set to h = 100.
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Algorithm
GRINCH
GRINCH
ROTATE
ROTATE
G REEDY
P ERCH [55]
P ERCH-BC [55]
MB-HAC [55]
HAC [55]

Linkage
Avg
CS
Avg
CS
—
—
—
Best Reported
Average

CovType
0.43 ± 0.00
0.43 ± 0.00
0.43 ± 0.01
0.44 ± 0.01
0.44 ± 0.01
0.45 ± 0.004
0.45 ± 0.004
0.44 ± 0.005
–

ILSVRC12 (50k)
0.557 ± 0.003
0.544 ± 0.005
0.545 ± 0.004
0.513 ± 0.007
0.527 ± 0.004
0.53 ± 0.003
0.36 ± 0.005
0.43 ± 0.005
0.54

ALOI
0.504 ± 0.002
0.499 ± 0.003
0.476 ± 0.004
0.472 ± 0.003
0.435 ± 0.004
0.44 ± 0.004
0.37 ± 0.008
0.30 ± 0.002
–

Speaker
0.480 ± 0.003
0.478 ± 0.003
0.407 ± 0.003
0.406±0.003
0.317 ±0.002
0.37 ± 0.002
0.09 ± 0.001
0.01 ± 0.002
0.55

ImageNet (100k)
0.065 ± 0.000
0.062 ± 0.000
0.063 ± 0.001
0.062 ± 0.000
0.0589
0.065±0.000
0.03 ± 0.00
—
–

Table 3.2: Dendrogram Purity results for GRINCH and baseline methods. We compare two
linkage functions: approximate average linkage (Avg) and cosine similarity linkage (CS).

3.4.3

Large Scale Clustering

We compare GRINCH with the following 4 algorithms: G REEDY - an online hierarchical clustering algorithm that consumes one point at a time and places it as a sibling of
its nearest neighbor; ROTATE - an incremental algorithm that places a point next to its
nearest neighbor and then performs rotations until Equation 3.1 holds; MB-HAC - the
mini-batch version of HAC, which keeps a buffer of size b, runs a single step of HAC
using the points in the buffer and then adds the next record to the buffer; HAC - best-first,
bottom-up hierarchical agglomerative clustering and P ERCH - a state-of-the-art large scale
hierarchical clustering method.
We run each algorithm on 5 large scale clustering datasets: CovType, a datset of forest
covertype, ALOI [35], a 50K subset of the Imagenet ILSVRC12 dataset [94] and the Speaker
dataset [37], and a 100K subset of ImageNet containing all 17K classes not just the subset
in ILSVRC12. Datasets have 500K, 50K, 100K, 36K, and 100K instances, respectively. We
run each HAC variant under two different linkage functions: average linkage and cosine
linkage. To compute the cosine similarity between two nodes, v and v 0 , first, for each node,
compute the sum of the vectors contained at their descendant leaves. Then, compute the
cosine similarity between the aggregated vectors.
Results are displayed in Table 3.2, where we record the dendrogram purity averaged
over 5 replicates of each algorithm, where for each replicate we randomize the arrival order
of the data. The table reveals that GRINCH–under both linkage functions–outperforms
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the corresponding versions of ROTATE and G REEDY on all datasets except for on the
CovType dataset where the methods all seem to perform equally well. This underscores the
power of the graft subroutine. GRINCH with approximate nearest neighbor search even
outperforms P ERCH, which uses exact nearest neighbor search, on ALOI. Recall that, unlike
the HAC variants, P ERCH employs a specific linkage function. Seeing as the HAC variants
outperform P ERCH on Speaker suggests that the ability to equip various linkage functions
can be advantageous. HAC is best on Speaker, but cannot scale to ALOI.

3.4.4

Author Coreference

Bibliographic databases, like PubMed, DBLP, and Google Scholar, contain citation
records that must be attributed to the corresponding authors. For some records, the attribution
process is easy, but for many others, the identities of a publication’s authors are ambiguous.
For example, DBLP contains hundreds of citations written by different authors named
“Wei Wang” that currently cannot be disambiguated [1]. Intuitively, author coreference
datasets often exhibit chain like structures because a single citation written by a prolific
author (perhaps in a short-lived collaboration) may only be similar to a small number of that
author’s other citations and dissimilar from the rest.
Following previous work, we train a linkage function to predict the likelihood that a
group of citation records were all written by the same author [21, 99, 120]. We train our
model by running HAC and, at each step, use the model to predict the precision of merging
two groups of records. (A similar training technique was previously proposed for entity
and event coreference [62].) Our model has access to features like: coauthor names and
publication title, venue, year, etc.
We compare the 5 HAC variants in author coreference on two datasets with labeled
author identities: Rexa [21] and PSU-DBLP [42]. As is standard in author coreference we
evaluate the methods using the pairwise F1-score of a predicted flat clustering against the
ground-truth clustering, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. To compute
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Rexa
Algorithm
GRINCH
ROTATE
G REEDY
MB-HAC-Med.
MB-HAC-Sm.
E XACT

Pre
0.808
0.864
0.850
0.807
0.922
0.805

Rec
0.883
0.641
0.209
0.881
0.333
0.887

F
0.844 ± 0.004
0.734 ± 0.057
0.331 ± 0.094
0.843 ± 0.0009
0.483 ± 0.061
0.844

Pre
0.809
0.876
0.827
0.375
0.697
0.741

DBLP
Rec
F
0.620 0.701 ± 0.013
0.554 0.678 ± 0.019
0.151 0.255 ± 0.027
0.631 0.461 ± 0.072
0.151 0.247 ± 0.004
0.600
0.664

Table 3.3: Precision, recall and F-Score of various methods on the Rexa and DBLP datasets.

pairwise F1-score, each pair of citations that appear in both the same ground-truth and
predicted clusters is considered a true positive; each pair of citations that belong to different
ground-truth clusters but the same predicted cluster is considered a false positive. None of
the authors represented in the test set, have any publications in the training set.
Figure 3.3 shows the precision, recall, and pairwise F1-score achieved by each method.
The results show that GRINCH outperforms the other scalable methods on both datasets and
even outperforms HAC on DBLP. This behavior may stem from overfitting of the learned
linkage function, which is exploited by HAC; since GRINCH only approximates HAC, it
can be thought of as a form of regularization.
Again, we observe that GRINCH outperforms G REEDY and ROTATE on both datasets
underscoring the importance of the rotate and graft procedures.

3.4.5

Significance of Grafting

The results above indicate that GRINCH–even when employing a number of approximations–
constructs trees with higher dendrogram purity than other scalable methods in a comparable
amount of time. Interestingly, GRINCH only differs from rotate in its use of the graft
(and subsequent restruct) subroutine. To better understand the significance of grafting,
we compare GRINCH and rotate on the first 5000 points of ALOI.
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Figure 3.5: Figure 3.5a shows the dendrogram purity of two trees, one built by GRINCH
and the other built by rotate, on the first 5000 points of ALOI. The dendrogram purity
of the tree built GRINCH is greater than that of the tree built by rotate. Figure 3.5b
plots the instantaneous and cumulative change in dendrogram purity due to grafts. While
GRINCH achieves 3% larger dendrogram purity than rotate.

Figure 3.5a shows that dendrogram purity as a function of the number of data points
inserted for both GRINCH and rotate and the first 5000 points of ALOI. Echoing the
results above, by 1000 points, GRINCH dominates rotate.
Figure 3.5b shows the instantaneous and cumulative change in dendrogram purity due to
grafts made by GRINCH. That is, for the ith data point, xi , we record the dendrogram
purity after xi is inserted and rotations are performed (i.e., what would be executed by
rotate). Then, we perform grafting (if appropriate) and record the dendrogram purity
after all recursive grafts have been completed. The difference between the dendrogram
purity after grafting and before grafting (but after rotations) is the instantaneous change
in dendrogram purity due to grafts; the sum of instantaneous changes is the cumulative
change.
Note the y-axis of Figure 3.5b, which reveals that even the most instantaneously significant grafts only lead to minute changes in dendrogram purity (of about 0.001). Moreover,
after 5000 points, the cumulative change in dendrogram purity due to grafts is less than
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0.005–hardly accounting for the difference in dendrogram purity between the tree built by
GRINCH and the tree built by rotate (of 0.03). We conclude from these measurements
that the increase in performance due to the graft subroutine is related to the rearrangement
of small numbers of points. These rearrangements do not immediately have significant
impact on dendrogram purity, but they do have significant long-term affects. To make this
hypothesis more concrete, consider the case in which a two dissimilar date points from the
same cluster are split between two distant regions of the tree early on in clustering. The
points are never merged (via a graft) and so each point draws a significant portion of the
cluster’s other points to its location in the tree. This has dire consequences with respect
to dendrogram purity. If a graft is performed early on to correct the split, an adverse
scenario like this can be averted.

3.4.6

Robustness

For completeness, we perform an experiment used in previous work to test an incremental
clustering algorithm’s robustness to data point arrival order [55]. In the experiment, a dataset
is ordered in two specific ways:
Round-Robin Randomly determine an ordering of ground-truth clusters. Then, construct
a data point arrival order such that the ith data point is a member of cluster imodK,
where K is the number of clusters and mod returns the remainder when its first
argument is divided by its second.
Sorted Randomly determine an ordering of ground-truth clusters. All points of cluster Ci
arrive before any point of cluster Ci+1 arrives.
As in previous work, we perform a robustness experiments with the ALOI dataset. Table 3.4
shows that GRINCH achieves higher dendrogram purity than both P ERCH and mini-batch
HAC (with 2 different batch sizes) on data ordered using the Round Robin ordering scheme.
Under this arrival order, MB-HAC performs poorly showing its lack of robustness. When
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Method
Round. Sort.
GRINCH
0.503 0.457
P ERCH
0.446 0.351
MB-HAC (5K) 0.299 0.464
MB-HAC (2K) 0.171 0.451
Table 3.4: DP for adversarial arrival orders (ALOI).

the data is in Sorted order–which makes for easier clustering for MB-HAC–GRINCH
outperforms P ERCH and is competitive with MB-HAC.

3.5

Related Work

ER is widely studied throughout KB construction and database research. Most common
among the techniques of author name disambiguation in particular include hierarchical
agglomerative clustering or DBSCAN [29, 66, 51, 52, 105, 48]. However, none of the
approaches based on these algorithms are incremental ER and thus they are unsuitable for
integrating user feedback and KBs.
The family of online and incremental clustering methods is diverse, however all algorithms in this family optimize for specific linkage functions. P ERCH, from which the
rotate procedure is inspired, performs rearrangments to satisfy a condition similar to
complete-linkage [55]. BIRCH is another top-down hierarchical clustering algorithm that
attempts to minimize a k-center style cost at each node in the tree [126]. BIRCH also
includes a non-greedy reassignment step but has been shown to produce low quality trees
in practice. Liberty et al propose a flat clustering algorithm that optimizes k-means cost.
Since their algorithm runs in the online setting, after a data point arrives and is assigned to
a cluster, it may never be reassigned [69]. While not incremental, some work focuses on
designing highly scalable algorithms for specific linkage functions. Particular attention is
paid to single-linkage because of its connection to the minimum spanning tree problem. For
example, recent work develops massively parallel algorithms for single-linkage [10].
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When clustering with linkage functions, probabilistic approaches can provide an alternative to HAC. For example, split-merge Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods
perform clustering by randomly splitting and merging clusters according to a proposal
function [49]. An algorithm similar to split-merge MCMC has even been used for author
coreference [120]. This algorithm employs a custom linkage function on structured records
and works by maintaining a forest–each tree corresponding to a cluster–and randomly
proposing mergers and splits of various branches. Unlike G RINCH, this algorithm relies on
sampling to escape local minima. As the number of items grows, the likelihood of sampling
a merge or split that will be accepted decreases rapidly.
Our work is partially inspired by complex linkage functions that are used for clustering.
One example is Bayesian hierarchical clustering (BHC)–a recursive, probabilistic, hierarchical model for data [45]. Fitting BHC models is performed by running HAC with BHC
as the linkage function. Because HAC is inefficient, randomized approaches for fitting
BHC have also been proposed, but each of these methods still runs HAC as a subroutine
on small, randomly selected subsets of data [44]. HAC-style algorithms are also used to
do probabilistic, hierarchical community detection and alongside learned models for entity
resolution [12, 62].
Model-based separation is related to recently proposed definitions of perfect hierarchical
clustering structure [20, 111], in which pairwise similarities between data points lead to a
tree that can be discovered by HAC that has minimal cost. The costs used in these works
are variants of Dasgupta’s cost [24]. Perfect hierarchical clustering structures are a special
case of model-based separation, in which single-, average-, or complete-linkage is used.
Model-based separation is strictly more general, allowing for linkage functions that compute
the similarity of two point sets arbitrarily, rather than as a function of pairwise data point
similarities.
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CHAPTER 4
INTEGRATING USER FEEDBACK UNDER IDENTITY
UNCERTAINTY IN KNOWLEDGE BASE CONSTRUCTION

4.1

Overview

In the previous chapter we introduced G RINCH, an incremental, hierarchical clustering
algorithm, and demonstrated that it is competitive with state-of-the-art approaches for ER.
While ER is a pillar of KB construction, ER is insufficient on its own. After ER, KB entity
attributes and relationships must be canonicalized (Section 2.1.4). During canonicalization,
a group of mentions that were deemed coreferent by ER are synthesized to produce a single
inferred entity that has attributes and participates in relationships with other inferred entities,
all evidenced by the underlying mentions. These inferred entities are typically the first-class
KB objects with which users interact, and to which users may provide edits.
This chapter opens with a description and formalization of attribute feedback: a mechanism by which users provide feedback about the missing and incorrect attributes of inferred
KB entities. Unlike attribute feedback, previous work that studies feedback for ER largely
focuses on mention-level pairwise constraints, which are insufficient for providing feedback
about KB entities, their attributes and relations [113, 68, 108, 75, 76, 127]. For example,
using pairwise constraints alone, it is impossible to supply missing attributes and relations or
correct noise in the underlying mentions. Similarly, many types of desirable user feedback
are inexpressible in the language of pairwise constraints, e.g., specifying a missing attribute,
such as a missing email address or affiliation in a KB of scientists (Example 2). Because the
number of possible pairwise constraints is large, collecting pairwise feedback introduces an
additional challenge of designing specialized strategies for selecting which pairs to label and
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in what order [113, 114, 32]. We note that it is also often undesirable for users to interact
with a KB at the mention-level.
Next, we describe our approach for integrating attribute feedback into KBs via G RINCH.
As previously discussed, one of the challenges is resolving identity uncertainty inherent in
the feedback. For concreteness we provide the following example (which is similar in flavor
to Example 1 from Chapter 1:
Example 5. Consider a KB entity, Rajarshi Das1 , whose underlying mentions refer to
two distinct real-world scientists, e?1 and e?2 . Rajarshi Das (the KB entity) is browseable
via a profile page. While browsing, a user who is familiar with e?1 discovers that the profile
is missing a link to a homepage. The user supplies attribute feedback that includes the
homepage for e?1 ; call this attribute feedback f1 . Later, while browsing Rajarshi Das,
another user who is familiar with e?1 but not e?2 discovers a publication, P , written by e?2 .
The user provides attribute feedback claiming that Rajarshi Das did not write P ; call
this feedback f2 . Ideally, the KB should split Rajarshi Das into two KB entities, one
corresponding to e?1 and the other corresponding to e?2 . In doing so, the KB must decide to
which of the two profiles f1 should be applied.
The decision of to which KB entity f1 applies arises because of identity uncertainty with
respect to the target of f1 . In order to address identity uncertainty inherent in the feedback,
our approach to integration is founded on the idea that feedback should participate in
ER alongside standard mentions. In addition to naturally resolving identity uncertainty,
including feedback in ER has additional benefits: the feedback provides evidence for
mergers and splits, which makes ER more robust and effective. This is easily seen when
contrasting our approach with more static approaches that apply feedback by overwriting
entity attributes and relations in a post-hoc step, and that do not reconsidering ER decisions.

1

This example is inspired by ER errors that exist in DBLP as of this writing.
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We note that a naïve application of our approach opens opportunities for additional ER
errors, e.g., if the user feedback is associated with an incorrect inferred entity, or causes
spurious mergers and splits. Specifically, consider the second piece of feedback (f2 ) in
Example 5. Before the feedback is integrated, it is incompatible with Rajarshi Das,
since the KB believes the entity to have authored P , which f2 explicitly negates. Ideally, ER
would associate the feedback with Rajarshi Das, despite the inconsistency, and use the
negated publication attribution as evidence in support of splitting the KB entity’s underlying
mention cluster.
To enable this, we advocate for the representation of attribute feedback as feedback
mentions (FMs), which include two components: a packaging and a payload. The packaging
contains attributes used by ER to determine initial placement of the feedback within the
G RINCH tree. Afterward, attributes contained in the payload are used to: i) introduce missing
attributes, ii) correct spurious attributes, and iii) influence mergers and splits among the
underlying mentions. Returning to Example 5, a FM with packaging that includes attributes
of R1 help guide ER toward associating the feedback with the mentions that constitute KB
entity Rajarshi Das. Afterward, the FM’s payload, which includes the negation of P ,
signal to ER to correctly split the mentions into two inferred entities.
Although attribute feedback is capable of correcting arbitrary KB errors—including
noisy and missing data—in this chapter our experiments focus on using the feedback to
recover from mistakes in ER; experiments with noisy and missing data appear in subsequent
chapters. In this chapter, we present the results of two experiments in the context of
author disambiguation–a particular instantiation of ER. In the first, we automatically
generate user feedback that includes an author’s areas of expertise—represented as a set
of keywords. In the second experiment, we generate user feedback that identifies missing
and incorrectly attributed publications with respect to a set of currently inferred KB entities.
We propose 3 baseline approaches for integrating user feedback and 2 feedback simulation
schemes, and measure the number of pieces of feedback required to recover the ground-truth
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entities under each experimental setting. Our results show that our proposed approach
based on FMs outperform the baselines in 70% of experimental conditions. This work
initiates the investigation of how to integrate attribute feedback amidst identity uncertainty
in KBs, an unexplored and important problem whose solution can dramatically improve the
effectiveness of users in the process of KB construction.

4.2

Formal Models of KB Objects and Attribute Feedback

We begin with the notation used henceforth to describe mentions, inferred entities,
attributes and relationships. Then, we describe a simple process for canonicalization.
Finally, we introduce and formalize attribute feedback, in which users provide feedback
with respect to inferred entity attributes and relations.

4.2.1

Notation for KBs and ER

Formally, a KB is comprised of a set of mentions M = {x0 , · · · , xn } which refer to a
set of ground-truth entities E ? = {e?0 , · · · , e?k }. Each mention, xi , corresponds to exactly
1 ground-truth entity, denoted e? (xi ). The goal in ER is to construct a partition of the
mentions, Ê = {ê0 , · · · , êl } as similar to E ? as possible. Each ê ∈ Ê is known as an inferred
entity. Thus, in Example 5, Rajarshi Das is an inferred entity.
Mentions are comprised of attributes, which serve as evidence of inferred entity attributes
and relations2 . Formally, each mention, x ∈ M, has a corresponding set of attributes,
A(x) = {a0 , · · · , am }. Any subset of mentions, e, also has a corresponding set of attributes,
A(e), that is derived from its underlying mentions in a process called canonicalization.
For example, a simple method of canonicalization is one in which the attributes of any
set of mentions, e, are derived by forming the union of attributes of over each mention in

2

For the remainder of the thesis, we group both inferred entity attributes and relations together using the
term attributes.
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the set. This model of mentions, entities and attributes is reminiscent of previous work in
ER [101].

4.2.2

Hierarchical Canonicalization

Since our approach is based on G RINCH, we describe a hierarchical process for canonicalizing inferred entities. Recall that G RINCH can be used to build a tree, T , over a KB’s
underlying mentions. Formally, each leaf, l ∈ T , stores a unique mention, l.x = xi and
each internal node, v ∈ T represents that set of mentions stored at its descendant leaves,
lvs(v). Each node v ∈ T stores an attribute map, m : A → R, that maps a set of attributes
to their corresponding weights. The attribute map at each leaf, l.m, maps all attributes in l.x
to 13 . The attribute map of an internal node, v.m, is constructed via canonicalization. For
now, consider a canonicalization procedure that constructs that attribute map of an internal
node, v, as follows:

v.m[a] =

X

c.m[a],

c∈ch(v)

where ch(·) returns the children of its arguments and a is an attribute. In words, the weight
of an attribute in v.m is the sum of that attribute’s weight in v’s children’s maps. A subset
of mentions exhibits an attribute a if the weight of a in the corresponding attribute map
is greater than 0. Note that a similar style of canonicalization could be applied to a flat
clustering of a collection of mentions.

4.2.3

Attribute Feedback

Despite significant study, KB construction approaches are prone to error. Regardless
of which stages of the pipeline are noisy, errors produced during KB construction manifest

3

Mapping attributes to weights allows for modeling the strength of various attributes. For example,
attributes extracted from a data source that is known to be noisy may have lower weights.
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similarly: they yield inferred entities with spurious and/or missing attributes and relationship.
Human users are well-situated to detect and correct these errors.
Recognizing that users tend to interact with KBs in an entity-centric manner, e.g.,
through an entity’s profile page in a KB like DBLP, we propose attribute feedback, a style
of user feedback that is contributed at the entity-level. Generally, an attribute feedback is
a statement about a ground-truth entity that identifies some of that entity’s attributes and
optionally identifies some attributes that the entity does not exhibit—called negations. For
example, the statement, “Fernando Pereira, who is affiliated with the organization
Google, was never affiliated with the Instituto de Telecomunicações in Portugal” is attribute
feedback that includes a negation. Formally, we define an attribute feedback as follows:
Definition 4 (Attribute Feedback). Let A be the set of all attributes and let A(e? ) =
A\A(e? ). An attribute feedback is a tuple (p, n) with an unknown, target ground-truth
entity, e? ∈ E ? , where p ⊆ A(e? ), p 6= ∅ and n ⊆ A(e? ).
In words, a user providing attribute feedback has an intended ground-truth entity in mind
when creating the feedback. The feedback includes a subset of the attributes of that groundtruth entity as well as a subset (potentially empty) of the attributes that the ground-truth
entity does not exhibit. A more in depth treatment of attribute feedback can be found in our
previous work [56].

4.3

Feedback Mentions

Assuming that information extraction is performed by an external process, at this point
in the discussion, the tools we have developed can be used for KB construction. In particular,
G RINCH is used to construct a hierarchical clustering over an initial collection of mentions.
Canonicalization is performed bottom-up in the tree (Section 4.2.2). Afterward, each
node exhibits all attributes in its attribute map that have strictly positive weight. A treeconsistent partition is extracted from the tree, where each cluster of the partition is an
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inferred entity. When new mentions arrive, they are incrementally added to the tree by
G RINCH, canonicalization is rerun, and a new partition is extracted.
Now, we describe how user feedback is handled. Given a unit of feedback, a naïve
integration approach is to determine which node in the tree is the intended target of feedback,
and modify its corresponding attribute map accordingly. However, since new data (including
user feedback) can cause G RINCH to reorganize the tree, internal nodes are subject to
deletion, e.g., if one of its children is moved during the graft subroutine (Algorithm 1).
If a node modified by user feedback is slated for removal, the KB would need knowledge
that feedback had been applied to that node as well as additional logic to determine the
new target of the feedback (i.e., resolve identity uncertainty); otherwise, the feedback must
simply be removed.
As previously discussed, we propose an alternative approach founded on treating user
feedback as mentions, which we call feedback mentions (FMs). Just like mentions, each
unit of feedback possesses attributes and is housed in a leaf node in the tree. The addition of
feedback to the tree may precipitate the splitting of an inferred entity or spur the graft
subroutine and cause a merger. Since feedback is stored in the leaves of the tree, it is never in
danger of being removed (as it is in the naïve integration strategy above). Identity uncertainty
is naturally handled by G RINCH, which is free to reorganize mentions and feedback as
necessary.
However, allowing G RINCH to resolve identity uncertainty may result in additional
errors. As mentioned in the overview of this chapter, a likely source of such errors are
negations included in attribute feedback (Section 4.2.3). By definition, negations are at odds
with the very inferred entities they target, and could cause unnecessary splits or be placed
incorrectly in the tree via G RINCH’s initial nearest neighbor search. To address this concern,
we propose and study two types of FMs. The first contains a single attribute map, called
packaging, similar to standard nodes in the hierarchy. The second representation possesses
a second attribute map called payload, which is designed to obscure certain attributes until
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after the initial placement of the feedback. Before we describe both types of FMs, we briefly
discuss attribute feedback that contain negations.

4.3.1

Negations

One of the primary functions of user feedback is to identity spurious attributes and
relations. For example, in the scientific KB example above (Example 5), the user supplies
feedback claiming that Rajarshi Das did not author publication P This negation is
represented by an attribute with a corresponding negative weight. We assume that the
linkage function used by G RINCH will produce a low score for two nodes, one which
contains an attribute that the other negates; or, more technically, two nodes that possess
differently signed weights for the same attribute. Low linkage scores deter nodes from
residing close to one another in the tree. Assuming that a tree-consistent partition of the
G RINCH tree is selected via a threshold, attribute feedback that contains negations can also
initiate splits of an inferred entity into multiple by decreasing the linkage scores at certain
nodes below the threshold.
In addition to splitting inferred entities, negatively weighted attributes can also be used
to effectively remove incorrect attributes from their ancestors in T . Consider two nodes,
v and v 0 , such that v.m[a] = 1 and v 0 .m[a] = −1. Despite the negated attribute, assume
that there exists sufficient evidence to make v and v 0 siblings. Then, once their parent, p, is
canonicalized (Section 4.2.2), p.m[a] = 0, effectively removing the attribute a from p.

4.3.1.1

Packaging and Payload FMs

Now we turn to the two types of FMs. The first type we call Packaging Only (Pack FM).
This style of FM contains a single attribute map. The primary difference between Pack FMs
and standard mentions is that mentions implicitly map all of their attributes to 1 and Pack
FMs may map their attributes to any real-values.
The second type of FM (which we advocate and simply call FM) is composed of two
attribute maps, rather than one. The first is called the packaging, f.mpack , and second is
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called the payload, f.mpay . The packaging contains a set of attributes used to guide the
initial placement of the feedback among the KB mentions and entities. Precisely, in the
first step of G RINCH, a nearest neighbor search is performed in order to find the new data
point’s initial placement in the tree; the corresponding linkage scores between mention pairs
would only be computed using the mentions’ packagings. The second set of attributes is
used during the initial canonicalization of the parent of the feedback, and also involves the
attributes in the payload. Specifically, for a parent p:

p.mpack [a] =

X

c.mpack [a] + c.mpay [a].

c∈ch(v)

Internal (i.e., non leaf) nodes always contain empty payloads.
As a concrete example, consider an inferred entity that exhibits an incorrect attribute,
ā, that is derived from a noisy mention and not from ER. A user can create corresponding
attribute feedback negating ā, which yields a choice of whether to negation should appear
in the packaging or the payload (with a weight of −1). Assuming the linkage function
assigns a low score to two nodes with the same attribute but differently signed corresponding
weights, were the negation to appear the packaging, the feedback may not be compatible
with its intended target during G RINCH’s initial nearest neighbor search. The incompatibility
between the feedback and its intended target may be avoided by storing the negation in the
FM’s payload. In such a case, the negation would be applied during canonicalization and
might result in the intended outcome: the removal of ā from the inferred entity.

4.4

Experiments

In order to empirically study the two styles of FMs, we conduct experiments in author
coreference. We use the Rexa author disambiguation dataset, which includes 8 author
canopies; each canopy contains ambiguous mentions of authors with the same first initial
and last name [21]. The mentions are derived from publications and contain: coauthors,
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titles, publishing venue and year of publication. The goal is to partition the mentions by realworld author. We measure the number of units of feedback supplied until the ground-truth
partition of the mentions is discovered. For added control over the experimental setting,
feedback are generated synthetically according to a prescribed process. Integrating user
feedback with KBs under identity uncertainty has not been the subject of significant study.
Therefore, we propose a new experimental framework, which is detailed below.

4.4.1

Representations Compared

We propose and compare the following baseline methods:
1. Packaging and Payload (FM) - the approach advocated in this work. Feedback is
constructed with packaging and payload attribute maps.
2. Pack FMs (pack) - similar to FMs, but without payloads. All attributes that would
have been included in a payload are instead added to the corresponding packaging.
3. Hard Assignment (assign) - generate feedback with both packaging and payload as
in FMs. But upon insertion, find the node v ∈ T to which it would have been made a
sibling by G RINCH and permanently assign the feedback to v. If mentions are ever
removed from v (e.g., by a graft), remove and delete all feedback assigned to v,
since the target of the feedback is now unknown (due to identity uncertainty in the
feedback).
4. Hard Mention Assignment (assign-m) - similar to the assign approach but the
feedback must be assigned to a mention in T . Since mentions are atomic (rather than
ephemeral, like inferred entities), the assigned feedback is never deleted. However, if
the mention is placed incorrectly at first, it requires additional feedback to resolve the
error.
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4.4.2

Threshold-aware G RINCH

We make small modifications to G RINCH to account for the fact that we now care about
extracting a tree-consistent partition from the hierarchy it builds, rather than maximizing
dendrogram purity (as in Chapter 3). Recall that G RINCH makes use of a linkage function,
g, that scores the compatibility of any two nodes in the tree. Each node, v, stores its linkage
score, v.σ, where the linkage score of a node is computed by evaluating g on the attribute
maps (i.e., packaging) of its two children, ch(v). The linkage score of each leaf is positive
infinity. Once the linkage score of all nodes in a tree, T , are computed, the set of inferred
entities, Ê, can be extracted from T using a threshold, τ (a hyperparameter). In particular,
the inferred entities correspond to the tallest nodes in T whose descendants all possess
linkage scores greater than or equal to the threshold. At all times, we use a threshold τ , to
identify the set of inferred entities.
Given these modifications, we make the following modifications to the rotate and
graft subroutines:
4.4.2.0.1 rotate.

Now, no rotations are performed at the ancestors of inferred entities

since these rotations have no tangible effect.
4.4.2.0.2 graft.

A graft invoked from a node whose linkage score is below the

threshold terminates immediately and no further grafts are attempted. If a graft is initiated
from p, and p.σ > τ , search the leaves of T for, v 0 , the highest scoring leaf with p that is not
a descendant of p. Test whether

g(p, v 0 ) > max{g(p, sib(p)), g(v 0 , sib(v 0 )), τ }
i.e., p and v 0 are scores higher together than with their respective siblings, and also that their
linkage score is higher than the threshold τ . If the test succeeds, make v 0 the sibling of p,
re-invoke the graft subroutine from par(p). If the test fails, consider 3 cases:
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1. if g(p, v 0 ) ≤ τ then re-invoke the graft subroutine from par(p);
2. if g(p, sib(p)) > g(p, v 0 ) then repeat the test between par(p) and v 0 ;
3. if g(v 0 , sib(v 0 )) > g(p, v 0 ), then repeat the test between p and par(v 0 ).
As before (Chapter 3), the graft subroutine recursively attempts mergers between ancestors of p and nodes compatible with those ancestors in T . But now, a merger between two
nodes in T can only occur if: 1) both nodes score higher with each other than with their
siblings and 2) their resultant parent has a linkage score higher than the threshold, i.e., the
two nodes belong to the same inferred entity according to the threshold.

4.4.3

Simulating Feedback

We simulate positive and negative feedback using node purity and completeness. A node
v ∈ T is pure if, for some i:
∀l ∈ lvs(v),

e? (l) = e?i ,

i.e., all of mentions stored at the leaves of v correspond to the same ground-truth entity, e?i .
A node v ∈ T is complete if, for some i:
{l ∈ lvs(T ) : e? (l) = e?i } = {l0 ∈ lvs(n) : e? (l0 ) = e?i },
i.e., that v’s leaves contain all mentions e?i .
To generate both positive and negative feedback, we sample an intended destination and
an intended target. The destination is a particular node in the tree to which the feedback
is intended to be similar. The target of the feedback is a different node that the feedback
is intended to be merged with, or that the feedback intends to separate from the target’s
current inferred entity. Note that even with full knowledge of the destination and the target,
it would require significant reasoning to design feedback that would incite a specific tree
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rearrangement. At a high level, this is because, the nodes in T exhibit complex relationships
with each other through G RINCH. To give a concrete example, even if a FM were design to
have a specific nearest neighbor, we must also reason about grafts that would occur after
the initial placement of the FM and the subsequent canonicalization.

4.4.3.1

D ETAILED and C ONCISE Positive Feedback

Positive feedback is constructed with the intention of merging two subentities via a
graft. To generate positive feedback, select the root of a pure and incomplete inferred
entity, r, to be the destination of the feedback. Then, randomly select a mention, x, that is of
the same ground-truth entity as the leaves of r, but is not a descendant of r. If constructing
CONCISE

feedback, x is the target of the feedback; if constructing

DETAILED

feedback,

traverse the ancestors of x until s, the first ancestor of x whose parent is impure. The node s
becomes the target of the feedback. See Figure 4.1a for a visual illustration.

4.4.3.2

D ETAILED and C ONCISE Negative Feedback

Negative feedback is constructed with the intention of splitting an inferred entity. We
simulate negative feedback by randomly sampling an impure inferred entity and finding
its root, r0 . We construct the destination of the feedback by randomly sampling a mention
x0 ∈ lvs(r0 ) and finding s0 , the ancestor of x0 closest to the root of T that is pure. If
constructing CONCISE feedback, sample a mention x00 ∈ lvs(r0 ) \ lvs(s0 ) to be the target;
if constructing DETAILED feedback, traverse the ancestors of x00 until s00 , the ancestor of x00
closest to the root of T that is pure. In both cases, s00 becomes the target of the feedback.
See Figure 4.1b for a visual illustration.

4.4.4

Setup

Our experimental setup is composed of two phases. In the first phase, we use G RINCH
to build a clustering, T , of the initial set of mentions. The second phase proceeds in rounds.
At the start of round t, a set of inferred entities, Êt , is constructed using a threshold, τ ,
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Figure 4.1: D ETAILED and C ONCISE feedback. To generate either positive or negative
feedback, begin by randomly sampling an inferred entity. Then, sample a destination–the
root of a pure subtree that is also a descendant of the sampled entity. The packaging of the
feedback contains the attributes at the destination. Finally, sample a target, which is used to
construct the feedback’s payload. The target is a sampled mention in the C ONCISE setting,
or the largest, pure ancestor of a sampled mention in the D ETAILED setting.

tuned at training time on a development set (see [57] for more details). If Êt = E ? , then
the episode terminates. Otherwise, we simulate user interaction by generating feedback, ft ,
made with respect to a randomly selected inferred entity, ê ∈ Êt . Then, ft is added to T
using G RINCH, potentially triggering a repartitioning of the mentions. No more than 400
rounds are permitted4 . Although rare, if after 400 rounds, the ground-truth entities have
not been discovered (i.e., Êt 6= E ? ), the method is recorded as having taken 400 + d rounds,
where d is the number of mentions that would need to be swapped to discover E ? . We
measure the mean number of rounds required to discover E ? for each method, repeated over
25 trials, and report a paired-t statistic (and corresponding significance level) with respect to
FMs and each other competing representation.

4.4.5

User Feedback about Author Expertise

Our first experiment resembles a scenario in which users interact with a KB of scientists
and provide feedback with respect to the KB’s belief about a scientist’s expertise. The

4

During experimentation, we find that if convergence to the ground-truth partition is not achieved after
400 rounds, convergence is unlikely to occur.
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expertise of an inferred entity is represented as a bag of key phrases drawn from the titles of
its underlying mentions. Users supply missing keywords and identify incorrect keywords.
In this experiment, packaging contains the set of attributes at the sampled destination and
the payload contains the keywords at the target (generated from mention titles).
Table 4.1a contains the results of the paired t-test between each baseline method and
our proposed approach (FM), under DETAILED and CONCISE feedback generation schemes,
with respect to the number of pieces of feedback required to discover the ground-truth
partition of the mentions. Each row in the table represents a canopy in which the experiment
is performed, and each column corresponds to a baseline method and feedback generation
setting. Each cell contains the difference between the mean number of rounds required by
the FM approach and a baseline approach to discover the ground-truth partition (higher is
better). Positive numbers are bolded; asterisks (*) indicate statistical significance (p < 0.05)
and two asterisks (**) indicate statistical significance (p < 0.01).

4.4.6

Authorship Feedback

Our second experiment resembles the scenario in which a user browses a KB of scientist
profiles, similar to Google Scholar5 , and identifies incorrectly assigned and missing publications. Similar to the first experiment, the packaging is copied from the sampled destination.
However, here, payloads contain titles stored in the sampled targets. Table 4.1b contains the
results for this experiment of the paired t-test in the aforementioned format.

4.4.7

Discussion

The paired-t statistic results compares our proposed approach (FM) to the three baseline
approaches. We find that FM outperforms pack in both the D ETAILED and C ONCISE
settings of Experiment I on all but two of the canopies. In seven of the fourteen canopies,
FM outperforms pack in a statistically significant way. We hypothesize that these results

5

https://scholar.google.com/
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indicate the importance of separating the packaging and payload attributes. We hypothesize
that pack suffers from placing edits in incorrect locations in the tree due to combining the
two. In Experiment II, we find similar results in the C ONCISE setting, but find that pack
requires fewer feedback rounds compared to FM in the D ETAILED setting (not statistically
significant). We hypothesize that pack’s improved performance in the D ETAILED setting
could be due to negative title attribute feedback helping in correctly placing mentions in
the tree by diverting the feedback mention away from all mentions with the negative title
attributes. In comparing, FM and assign we find that our proposed approach typically
performs better in Experiment II while the baseline performs better in Experiment I. We note
that the feedback in Experiment I is more ambiguous than Experiment II. We hypothesize
that assign’s performance in Experiment I is due to deleting feedback that was placed
incorrectly in the tree. We find that FM frequently outperforms assign-m in both Experiment
I and II. We hypothesize that assign-m frequently attaches feedback to the wrong mention.
This highlights the dependence on the learned linkage function for accurately integrating
feedback.

4.5

Related Work

Effective utilization of user feedback has been the subject of significant study in the
context of KB construction. Early work, like NELL, primarily enlists humans for labeling
data, which are used to train downstream models [15]. Other work has used active learning
in training relation extraction models [4]. Another approach employed by the DeepDive
system asks humans to identify relevant features by writing feature extraction rules in
support of KB construction [92, 3]. More recently, the Snorkel system asks users to write
labeling heuristics, which are combined automatically and used to label dataset in support
of model training [90].
The study of leveraging user feedback in ER has primarily focused on the solicitation
of pairwise feedback. For example, given a set of mention pairs, the CrowdER system
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automatically prunes the set of pairs that are highly unlikely to be coreferent, and then
constructs crowdsourcing HITs to collect binary labels for the remaining pairs [113]. In
other similar work, human are asked to identify matching mentions across databases in data
integration [68]. Recent work studies online ER with an oracle, in which the goal is to design
efficient strategies for soliciting humans for pairwise constraints among mentions [108, 75,
76].
Recent work in author coreference also involves humans-in-the-loop [127]. This work
discusses both pairwise constraints as well as identity constraints. Unlike our work, their
identity-level feedback is treated as a collection of pairwise constraints. As we point out,
feedback that can be reduced to a set of pairwise constraints is insufficient for general KB
feedback as pairwise feedback is only designed for correcting errors in ER (and not general
KB errors). Similarly, many examples of user feedback are inexpressible using pairwise
constraints.
The most closely related work to this thesis is our preliminary study of incorporating
user feedback in the context of data integration [118, 119]. In this work, users supply pairs
of mention-like records that posses either should-link or should-not-link factors, which
either softly repel the pair or encourages their merger.
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D ETAILED
C ONCISE
Canopy
vs. assign vs. assign-m vs. pack vs. assign vs. assign-m
allen_d
−2.07∗
4.03∗∗
3.41∗∗
1.88
2.20∗
blum_a
−1.18
1.59
1.27
−0.85
0.20
jones_s
1.37
7.74∗∗
6.67∗∗
1.11
0.65
∗∗
lee_l
−1.53
1.02
4.04
−0.22
−0.28
∗∗
∗∗
moore_a
0.90
3.25
3.66
−0.30
−0.71
robinson_h
−0.99
−3.60∗∗
−0.81
−0.76
−0.61
∗∗
young_s
−0.71
1.09
4.87
0.76
0.45

vs. pack
0.75
0.61
4.04∗∗
0.95
−0.49
0.27
2.17∗

(a) Experiment I: keyword feedback.

D ETAILED
C ONCISE
Canopy vs. assign vs. assign-m vs. pack vs. assign vs. assign-m vs. pack
allen_d
4.82∗∗
2.67∗
−1.96
5.86∗∗
2.01
1.98
blum_a
0.11
−0.66
−0.98
0.98
1.03
5.70∗∗
jones_s
1.49
1.99
0.85
1.00
1.02
3.03∗∗
lee_l
0.64
1.06
−1.03
−1.44
0.47
−0.58
moore_a
1.30
1.97
−0.90
1.94
1.09
1.05
young_s
−1.87
0.76
−1.88
0.93
0.91
0.97
(b) Experiment II: title feedback.

Table 4.1: Paired-t statistic. Each cell represents that difference in mean number of
feedback-rounds required to discover the ground-truth entities over 25 runs between a
baseline, denoted by the column heading, and our proposed approach (FM). Positive
numbers indicate that FM requires fewer rounds of feedback than its competitor (larger
numbers are better). Two asterisks (**) indicates that the statistic is significant at a 0.01
significance level; one asterisk indicates statistical significance at the 0.05 level. The
mcguire_j canopy is excluded from Tables 4.1a and 4.1b and the robinson_h canopy
is excluded from Table 4.1b since in these canopies, either: 0 or 1 edits are required to
discover the ground-truth entities across baselines.
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CHAPTER 5
EFFICIENT REASONING ABOUT SOURCES OF ERROR AND
IDENTITY UNCERTAINTY DURING FEEDBACK INTEGRATION

The previous chapter explores the use of G RINCH as a feedback integration algorithm
for KBs that exhibit identity uncertainty. A key ingredient in the proposed strategy is
the representation of feedback as mentions with packaging and payload. To evaluate our
proposed approach, we used real author coreference data with simulated user feedback.
While, in theory, our framework can correct errors from imperfect ER and from noisy data,
the experiments discussed in the previous chapter only test recovery from ER errors.
In this chapter, we study our proposed approach in the context of OpenReview.net
(OpenReview)—a real KB with real user feedback. As a large software project, fitting our
feedback integration scheme to OpenReview requires adherence to additional constraints.
Among them is a demand to a reduction in the number of additional database objects
G RINCH creates (i.e., tree structure). This leads to our first technical contribution of this
chapter: the XG RINCH algorithm, a variant of G RINCH with arbitrary branching factor.
By virtue of collapsing some internal structure, XG RINCH maintains trees of significantly
smaller size than G RINCH. The decision of whether to collapse particular internal structure
is made using a tree-building invariant, which we introduce in Section 5.1. Furthermore,
since the feedback integration framework is responsible for partitioning the underlying
data at all times, we also present G RINCH -S HALLOW, which stores a forest of trees—each
tree representing an inferred entity (i.e., a cluster of mentions)—rather than a monolithic
binary tree. Like XG RINCH, G RINCH -S HALLOW also reduces the number of internal nodes
required. But, by eliminating internal structure above the partition, G RINCH -S HALLOW also
admits a short-circuiting of the the graft operation—a central and expensive subprocedure
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of G RINCH. We show that XG RINCH and G RINCH -S HALLOW may be combined to produce
XG RINCH -S HALLOW (XGS), which reduces the number of internal nodes required by
more than 60% (in comparison to G RINCH), and which is the most efficient algorithm in the
G RINCH family.
Empirically, we find that working with real user feedback also carries novel challenges.
Unlike the previous chapter, many of the mentions in OpenReview are noisy, and much of the
corresponding user feedback is aimed and correcting their downstream effects. This exposes
the problem of indeterminate error sources, i.e., uncertainty with respect to whether a
particular error is caused by faulty ER or corrupt mentions. We show that the precise location
of feedback in a tree constructed by G RINCH (or XGS) implicitly determines whether the
feedback is treated as a correction to ER, noisy data, or missing data. This observation leads
to the realization that, for a certain classes of models, G RINCH is brittle when it comes to
recovering from errors that stem from noise in the data. In part, this brittleness is due to the
arbitrarily deep, binary trees, built by G RINCH. We explain theoretically and demonstrate
empirically that the combination of XGS and the use of packaging and payload can partially
remedy this brittleness.

5.1

XG RINCH

In this section we present XG RINCH, a variant of G RINCH that builds trees with arbitrary
branching factor, inspired by a requirement to maintain smaller trees. At a high-level,
XG RINCH collapses (i.e., flattens) a binary subtree when the linkage score of each internal
node is equally "good" under the model. We begin our discussion with the invariant that
is central to the design of XG RINCH. Then, we describe the modifications of G RINCH
necessary to support the new algorithm.
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5.1.1

Non-binary Subtree Invariant

In its original presentation G RINCH builds full, binary trees, exclusively. By virtue of
being full and binary, these trees always have 2n − 1 total nodes, where n is the number of
underlying mentions. We propose XG RINCH, which reduces the number of internal nodes
by building trees with arbitrary branching factor.
More formally, let TB be a full binary tree and let v. σ be the linkage score of internal
node vi ∈ TB . Recall that the linkage score of v represents the affinity of vi ’s children for
one another. Then, in a tree, T , built by XG RINCH, the following invariant is maintained:
Invariant 1. For any group of siblings, S = {vi , . . . , vj } there exists a binary tree over S
for which each internal node has the same linkage score.
In other words, if a binary tree over S can be built such that each internal node has the
same linkage score, XG RINCH may collapse that tree, making all its leaves siblings of one
another.
Note that Invariant 1 may collapse a subtree that has only one construction where all
internal nodes have the same score. We argue that collapsing such subtrees is also desirable
in the context of general clustering. This is because: i) the operation condenses the tree
(smaller memory requirements are better), and ii) it is unlikely to effect the dendrogram
purity of the overall tree. To see why, note that since all internal nodes have the same score,
either: all nodes are likely members of the same cluster, or all nodes are likely members of
distinct clusters.

5.1.2

XG RINCH Subroutines

Maintaining Invariant 1 requires that a number of modifications be made to the G RINCH
algorithm. For clarity of discussion, let each node v ∈ T maintain a score, v.σ, which
represents the affinity of its children for one another. Thus, a node v with score v.σ and
multiple children indicates that those children can be arranged into a binary tree in which
each internal node has score v.σ. As before, each leaf in T has score +∞.
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Like the original algorithm, when a new point is inserted, XG RINCH initially adds it
as a sibling of its nearest neighbor. Then, rotations are applied, followed by grafting and
restructuring. Each of these subroutines requires modification in order to maintain Invariant
1. As before, after tree modifications, ancestor nodes must be updated. However, the
xupdate subroutine in XG RINCH also serves to maintain Invariant 1. These modifications
are discussed below.

5.1.2.1

xrotate

The xrotate subroutine is applied after a node xi is inserted next to its nearest neighbor
l. The xrotate subroutine checks if the score between xi and l is greater than or equal to l
and its current siblings, i.e, f (xi , l) ≥ par(l).σ. Like in rotate, if f (xi , l) > par(l).σ),
then xi and l are made siblings under a new parent. However, if f (xi , l) = l.σ, then xi is
made an additional sibling of l. Since all leaves have score +∞, xi is never added as a
child of a leaf, but after at least 1 rotation, this condition may trigger. If neither of these
conditions hold, the same checks are repeated at the parent of l (and proceeds until xi is
added to the tree).

5.1.2.2

xgraft

After rotations, the xgraft operation is attempted. Like the G RINCH graft operation,
an xgraft is invoked from v (an internal node) and performs a nearest neighbor search
among its non-descendent leaves for v ? —the node to which v has highest linkage score.
Afterward, a check is performed that compares: the linkage score at the parent of v, the
linkage score between v and v ? , and the linkage score at the parent of v ? . Note that the
linkage score at the parent of a node (e.g., v), represents the affinity of that node for its
siblings. In G RINCH, if the linkage score between v and v ? is greater than the linkage scores
between v and its siblings as well as v ? and it siblings, a graft makes v ? the (only) sibling
of v, which results in the creation of additional internal structure. But in XG RINCH, an
xgraft is more nuanced because of XG RINCH’s ability to create arbitrary branching factor.
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(b) Case i: g(v, v ? ) = v.σ = v ? .σ.

(a) Two subtrees.
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(c) Case ii: g(v, v ? ) = v.σ.
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(d) Case iii.

Figure 5.1: xgraft. Starting from an initial tree (Figure 5.1a), the xgraft is initiated
from v and finds v ? , its nearest neighbor according to the model g. One of 3 distinct tree
rearrangements are is performed (Figures 5.1b-5.1d), based on the relationships between:
g(v, v ? ), v.σ, and v ? .σ.

In an xgraft, first check if the linkage score between v and v ? is greater than the linkage
score at the parent of v and the linkage score at the parent of v ? (i.e., v’s affinity for its
siblings and v ? ’s affinity for its siblings, respectively). If so, there are 3 cases:
i) If v.σ, v ? .σ and the affinity between v and v ? are all equal, then make all children of
v ? siblings of the children of v.
ii) If the affinity between v and v ? is equal to v.σ, then make v ? and child of v.
iii) Otherwise, make v ? the only sibling of v, as in G RINCH.
See Figure 5.1 for a visual illustration of the above cases. It is easy to see that in each case,
Invariant 1 is preserved at the site of the graft.

5.1.2.3

xrestruct

In G RINCH, after a node, v ? , is successfully grafted, the restruct operation is invoked.
This operation reorganizes the tree between z = sib(v ? ), the original sibling of v ? (before
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Algorithm 4 xrestruct(z, r, f )
while z S
! = r do
A = a∈ancs(z) sib(a)
s? = argmaxs∈A f (z, s)
if f (v, s? ) == v.σ then
makechild(v, s? )
else
makesib(v, s? )
v = par(s? )

the graft), and r = lca(z, v), the least common ancestor of z and v. Reorganization of
the tree is necessary to maintain G RINCH’s theoretical guarantees (Appendix A.1).
In XG RINCH, a similar subroutine is again necessary. The xrestruct operation
(Algorithm 4) in XG RINCH begins by collecting all ancestors of z (until r) and inspecting
their siblings. Let s? be the sibling with highest linkage score for z. If the score between
z and s? is equal to the score among the children of z, make s? an additional child of
z. Otherwise, make s? the (only) sibling of z. After moving s? , repeat the process from
par(s? ), the parent of s? (which may be z). Terminate the xrestruct when par(s? ) =
r1 . Again, it is easy to see that after an xrestruct, Invariant 1 is maintained. Note that
unlike the restruct of G RINCH, in XG RINCH the xrestruct does not make use of
the swap_l subroutine. See Figure 5.2 for a visual illustration of xrestruct.

5.1.2.4

xupdate

After invoking a subroutine that modifies the tree structure (xrotate, xgraft, or
xrestruct), a subset of the nodes in the tree will have their internal representations (i.e.,
features) updated. xupdate (Algorithm 5) is a non-trivial operation in XG RINCH since
updating features (without additional tree rearrangments) may break Invariant 1. As an

1

It is possible for r to be deleted during this process if all its children are moved elsewhere. If this is the
case, terminate when par(s? ) is the last remaining descendant of r that was also an ancestor of z
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Algorithm 5 xupdate (v, r, f )
while v ! = r do
s? = argmaxs∈sib(v) f (v, s)
if f (v, s? ) == v.σ then
makechild(v, s? )
else
makesib(v, s? )
v = par(s? )

example, consider the insertion of a new node x. The features of x are propagated from x to
r, the root of the tree, i.e., the path x

r. Let s ∈ x

r be a node on the path from x to

r. Then, after the insertion of x, the features of s are updated to reflect the existence of its
new descendent x. Let |sib(s)| > 1, i.e., s has more than 1 sibling. Before x arrived, by
Invariant 1, there must have existed a binary tree over S ∪ s in which all internal nodes had
the same score. Since the features of s have changed as a result of the insertion of x, this
may no longer be the case. During an xupdate, this must be detected and remedied.
An xupdate is invoked from a node v. To begin, search S = sib(v), i.e., the siblings
of v, for the node, s? , to which v has highest linkage score. If the linkage score between s?
and v is equal to the linkage score among v’s children, then make s? a child of v. Otherwise,
make s? and v (binary) siblings. In either case, repeat the process from the parent of s? . See
Figure 5.3 for a visual illustration.

5.1.3

Computational Complexity

In the following, let h be the maximum height of a tree, T , and let b be the maximum
branching factor (i.e., the maximum number of siblings at any level).

5.1.3.1

xrotate

The xrotate subprocedure starts from a leaf, l, and computes the model score between
a new point, xi , and the ancestors of l (with the potential to stop early). In the worst
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case, xrotate may compute the model score between xi and each ancestor of l yielding
computational complexity of O(h).
5.1.3.2

xupdate

Beginning from a node, v, xupdate computes the score between v and each of its
siblings, incurring a cost of b. The best of its siblings, s? , is identified and made a sibling
of child of v. Afterward, the process repeats, incurring a cost of b − 1. Therefore, at each
ancestor of v, the cost of an xupdate is O(b2 ) for a total cost of O(b2 h).
5.1.3.3

xrestruct

The xrestruct is similar to the xupdate subroutine except that in xrestruct
the nodes that are considered (to be moved) is a larger set. In particular, all siblings of the
ancestors of v are considered. Thus, each time the siblings of v’s ancestors are collected, a
cost of O(bh) model computations is incurred. Afterward, the best sibling is made either a
sibling or child of v and the processes is repeated, for a total of O(bh) repetitions. In total,
this incurs a cost of O(b2 h2 ).
5.1.3.4

xgraft

An xgraft is invoked from a node v at which point a nearest neighbor search is
performed. Once v ? , the nearest neighbor of v, is discovered, in the worst case (computationally) a graft is performed. Making v ? a sibling or child of v is a constant time operation,
but afterward, xrestruct and xupdate are performed. Without additional assumptions,
the number of times a graft may be successful is, O(n) (the total number of points), when
initiated, the a single new point is made a sibling or child of the point from which the
xgraft is initiated. Assuming that nearest neighbor search costs O(n log n), this yields a
worst case complexity of O(n2 log n · nb2 h2 ).
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5.1.4

G RINCH -S HALLOW and XGS

G RINCH -S HALLOW represents a modification to G RINCH, which can be applied when
the desired result is a flat clustering rather than a full dendrogram. The algorithm is similar in
flavor to threshold-aware G RINCH discussed in Section 4.4.2, however G RINCH -S HALLOW
stores a forest of trees. These trees represent a partition of the leaves, where each subtree
represents a cluster of its corresponding leaves. G RINCH -S HALLOW requires a single
hyperparameter, τ , that represents a threshold used to define each tree in the forest it
maintains. The linkage scores of every node in every subtree maintained by G RINCH S HALLOW must be greater than or equal to the threshold.
After any modification of a node v, the linkage scores at all ancestors of v may change.
Operating in a bottom-up fashion, if ever a linkage score that is below the threshold is
encountered, the corresponding node and all of its ancestors are immediately deleted. This
reduces the number of nodes stored and increases the number of subtrees.
In G RINCH -S HALLOW, the xgraft may still perform grafts across trees in the forest.
A result of this is additional complexity in restructuring (i.e., xrestruct), when the two
nodes that initiate the restructure are a part of separated subtrees. In this case, consider those
two trees to be siblings under a hallucinated root and perform the xrestruct normally.
After the procedure, delete the hallucinated root if its linkage score (and the linkage score of
all of its descendants) do not exceed the threshold τ .
We note that G RINCH -S HALLOW can be applied to G RINCH as well as XG RINCH,
as long as the desired result is a flat clustering (performed via thresholding) rather than a
hierarchical clustering. In both cases, G RINCH -S HALLOW reduces the number of nodes in
the tree. Especially when combined with XG RINCH to produce XGS, the resulting forest
of trees can be short and wide which can significantly reduce the number of internal node
updates required, thereby expediting runtime.
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5.2

Errors Sources and Edit Placement

Recall that the collection of mentions from which a KB is built is typically produced
via information extraction. For example, in a scientific KB, the author mentions may have
been created by extracting biographical information from publications. Unfortunately, most
information extraction techniques are prone to error. These errors affect downstream tasks
like ER and canonicalization, culminating in KB errors. Unlike ER errors, KB errors that
stem from noisy mentions are not alleviated by repartitioning the mentions (i.e, splitting or
merging the inferred entities). Instead, the noisy attributes and relations must effectively be
"overwritten" during canonicalization. Therefore, proper handling of a particular KB error
is a function of the source of that error.
Previous work highlights the fact that KB users have significant potential to help correct
KB errors [57]. However, as that work points out, all errors manifest to KB users similarly,
i.e., they all appear to a user as missing and spurious attributes of inferred KB entities. Thus,
it neither realistic to expect that users are able to identify error sources nor that they will
encode errors sources in the feedback they submit in response. Since errors of various types
must be handled differently, it is effectively up to the KB to "determine" the source of that
error and act accordingly. Because of the ambiguity in such determinations, the KB should
be able to easily make revisions as new evidence (i.e., data and feedback) elucidates the true
sources of error.
In this section we discuss various error types and how they may be corrected. We
highlight that the precise placement of an edit in the tree constructed by G RINCH determines
its function. Moreover, we illustrate the degenerate behavior of G RINCH in a common
case where many mentions are equally similar to each other. Furthermore, we show how
XG RINCH naturally avoids this undesirable behavior by virtue of building trees with arbitrary
branching factor.
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5.2.1

Dual Functionality of Edits

We begin by presenting an example that highlights the close relationship between edit
placement in a tree built by G RINCH and sources of KB errors. Consider Figure 5.4a,
which depicts three mentions of the same ground-truth entity and their attributes. Mention
x3 contains attribute D, which is noisy. After canonicalization, which in this example is
performed by set union, the inferred entity exhibits the attribute D, which is incorrect. Note
that there are no ER errors in this example.
Assume that a user detects this error and contributes feedback, f1 , which has a packaging
(Section 4.3.1.1) that contains the attribute A (e.g., an email address) and a payload containing the negation of the attribute D (e.g., an incorrect affiliation). Furthermore, assume that
the model used by G RINCH assigns a score of negative infinity to any two subtrees where
one contains an attribute and the other contains the negation of that attribute. Assume that
f1 is placed as a sibling of x1 , as a sibling of x2 , or as a sibling of their parent (perhaps after
rotations). Then, partway through canonicalization, the root of the subtree containing x1 , x2
and f1 exhibits attributes {A, B, C, −D}, making it incompatible with x3 according to the
model, and leading to an incorrect split of the tree (Figure 5.4b). On the other hand, consider
the case that f1 is made the sibling of x3 . Then, after canonicalization, the attributes of the
parent of f1 and x3 are {A, E}. In this case, no splits are incurred and the inferred entity
has all of the correct attributes. A similarly positive outcome occurs if f1 is made a sibling
of the root of the tree.
This simple example highlights the tight coupling of feedback placement in a G RINCH
tree and sources of error in KBs. In the example above, we assumed that the attribute D
appeared in mention x3 because of noise, and therefore, the only placements of f1 that yield
correct results are: as a sibling of x3 or a sibling of the root. However, had we assumed
that x3 was a mention of a different ground-truth entity (and not that x3 was noisy), then
placing f1 as a sibling of x3 or the root yields an incorrect result; instead, it must be made a
sibling of either x1 , x2 , or their parent. Interestingly, when f1 resides deeper in the tree than
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x3 , i.e., x3 is a sibling of an ancestor of f1 , f1 causes a split in the tree; otherwise, f1 serves
to effectively "overwrite" the incorrect attribute D. Generalizing this example reveals that
an edit with a negatively-weighted attribute only "overwrites" the corresponding (positive)
attribute if it is a sibling of a node that contains that attribute.
This example reveals the dual functionality of edits with packaging and payload, i.e.,
the same edit can be used to correct ER errors and noisy data errors. In addition to being
powerful, this dual functionality also facilitates revision of error source determination.
Concretely, if the KB initially believes that a particular piece of feedback aims to correct
an error stemming from noisy data, the feedback can be placed accordingly in the tree. If
new evidence later reveals that the feedback was contributed in response to an ER error, in
theory, the KB may simply change the location of the feedback to produce a more favorable
resultant tree; no changes to the raw, underlying feedback or mentions is necessary. As
discussed above, the ability to easily revise determinations about error sources is the best
that can be hoped for, since a unit of user feedback does not identify the source of the error
it aims to correct.

5.2.2

Equivalent Subtree Reconstructions

One undesirable consequence of the G RINCH (but not XG RINCH) integration framework
proposed so far emerges when considering subtrees that can be reconfigured into a variety
of distinct and "equivalent" subtrees (under the particular linkage function being used). In
these cases, a subtree’s structure is entirely dependent on mention arrival order. Concretely,
assume the model used by G RINCH computes similarity scores based on attribute overlap
and assigns the same similarity to the pairs: ({x1 }, {x2 }), ({x1 }, {x3 }), ({x2 }, {x3 }), and
({x1 , x2 }, {x3 }). Simpler models (e.g., decision sets [60]) could reasonably exhibit this
property and are arguably likely to be used in practice because they are highly interpretable
and easier to debug that more complex models. For example, in a bibliographic KB, a
reasonable model may assign maximal similarity to two mentions that share the same
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email address (in the example above, assume that A represents an email address). Were
this the case, then the tree structure in Figure 5.4a has multiple equivalent reconstructions.
Specifically, a structure where x1 and x3 are siblings and x2 their aunt is equally "good,"
according to the model, and is the result of applying G RINCH to a particular arrival order of
the mentions.
A problematic side effect of such a situation is that the placement of feedback in such
a subtree is also determined by the time at which it arrives. For example, in the Figure
5.4a, it is reasonable to assume that f1 (with attribute −D) in its payload is equally similar
to all leaves according to the model. Therefore, its placement in the tree is arbitrary (and
unpredictable). This is suboptimal since the location of f1 determines its function (either as
an indicator of an ER error or noisy data); a decision that should not be made arbitrarily.
Moreover, this outcome is at odds with the central theorem of G RINCH, which states that
the algorithm is robust to data arrival order (Theorem 1).
For subtrees with equivalent reconstruction, collapsing internal structure with XG RINCH
eliminates unpredictable feedback placement. This is because all nodes in those subtrees
reside under the same parent. This, in turn, improves consistency and robustness with
regards to the dual functionality of edits, because negations stored in a payload do not affect
their siblings.

5.3

Remarks on XGS for Recovering from Noise

While XGS (and even XG RINCH) help to make the KB more resilient to the placement
of feedback in specific cases (namely, when there are groups of mentions that are all equally
similar), they do not completely solve the issue of determining the sources of various KB
errors. This is due to the facts that:i) users do not communicate their beliefs about error
sources in attribute feedback, ii) even if users could do so, it is not clear that their beliefs
would be correct, and iii) users have no knowledge of the hierarchy over mentions, and
thus cannot design feedback that perfectly solves the errors they identify. However, these
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issues are inherent when all errors manifest similarly (i.e., to a user, they all appear to be
either missing or spurious inferred entity attributes) and identity uncertainty of mentions
and feedback must be resolved. Moreover, it seems likely that any comprehensive solution
must either severely limit the set of valid feedback, or must directly involve the user. Indeed,
this observation leads to the potential for alleviating the issues discussed via a better user
editing interface (UI). Such a UI could include multi-step user interaction, where the UI’s
"actions" are based on computations of how specific feedback might effect the KB. Sensing
that feedback provided by the user would cause a repartition of the mentions, the UI may
prompt the user to verify subsequent mergers and splits. If the user responds affirmatively,
the UI could determine the attributes included in the feedback, and whether they should be
stored in its packaging of payload. Exploration of better UIs for soliciting user edits is a
fertile area of research, but is beyond the scope of the current work (Chapter 6).
Despite these issues, we highlight the benefits of our proposed approach, especially in
comparison to alternatives. First, our approach allows for some semblance of maintaining
uncertainty about error sources: even if the initial placement of feedback does not match the
source of the error it is meant to correct, as more evidence arrives (i.e., additional feedback
and mentions), placement of the feedback can be updated. This is in contrast to a more rigid
approach that predicts an error source when feedback is contributed; a decision that may be
difficult to change when more evidence arrives. Second, by allowing payload attributes to
effectively be ignored until after initial canonicalization, our approach implicitly abides by
the principal that a negation present in a group of equally similar mentions (e.g., in a tree
constructed by XG RINCH) usually is indicative of noise rather than an ER error. That is, if
one mention in a group of siblings contains the negation of an attribute that is present in
another, it is more likely that the negation is an attempt to correct noise, rather than an ER
error. However, after canonicalization, the negation can appear at ancestor representations,
which deters mergers with other nodes that violate the negation.
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5.4

Experiments: OpenReview.net

In this section, we turn our attention to evaluations of our proposed KB integration
framework in a real-world setting: OpenReview.net (OpenReview). In particular, we use
XGS to perform ER across all records stored throughout the entire website, including human
edits. We measure the size of the trees produced by G RINCH, G RINCH -S HALLOW and
XGS. A subset of the ER predictions are manually labeled by the OpenReview team, which
serves as ground-truth. We use this ground-truth to evaluate the utility of our framework,
including edit mention structure, which is comprised of a packaging and payload. We begin
by describing the OpenReview.net landscape and how XGS is applied, and then present
quantitative results related to XGS’s utility to the OpenReview platform.

5.4.1

Background: OpenReview.net

OpenReview is a conference management platform. Conference program chairs can use
OpenReview to solicit submissions to their conferences, invite reviewers, match reviewers
to papers, facilitate paper reviewing, and more2 . To support its functionality, OpenReview
maintains a KB of scientists. For each scientist, the KB stores the scientist’s names,
emails, home pages, related web links (e.g., DBLP profile or wikipedia page), academic
relationships, expertise (stored as keywords), and publications. The KB is leveraged by
conferences to select area chairs and reviewers, detect conflicts of interests between reviewers
and submission (using affiliation history and academic relationships), and model reviewers’
affinities for paper submission (using their known expertise and previous publications).
OpenReview users are able to browse the KB via profile pages, one per scientist.
The scientist KB is ever-growing. In particular, new information can be added to the KB
in two ways: i) users may add/remove data from their own profiles (i.e., human edits), and
ii) the OpenReview team may upload new data and assign it to an existing (or new) profile.

2

See https://openreview.net/about for more information.
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Since, users may only edit their own profiles3 , the data they contribute is seldom incorrect4 .
In contrast to users who add a handful of edits at a time, uploads from the OpenReview
team often add large amounts of data to the KB. For example, to date, the OpenReview team
has added more than 100,000 publications stored in DBLP5 to the KB of scientists (they
have also added data from other sources). During a large upload, the OpenReview team uses
their own collection of heuristics to perform ER. For each piece of data, these heuristics
attempt to correctly attribute that data to a scientist already stored in the system’s KB, or
determine that a new profile should be created to house the data. Performing ER in this
setting is challenging and results in errors. Crucially, all data—i.e., user provided edits as
well as data uploaded by the OpenReview team—are stored as immutable6 records that can
be thought of as mentions.

5.4.2

Dataset: The European Conference on Computer Vision

OpenReview was chosen as a platform to help manage the 2020 edition of the European
Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV). Prior to the conference, the OpenReview team
performed a bulk upload of a subset of DBLP publications, where the subset included
authors and reviewers from previous editions of ECCV and related conferences. The goal
of the upload was to pre-populate the profiles of authors and reviewers before ECCV so
that OpenReview would be better equipped to: i) model affinity between reviewers and
submissions, and ii) facilitate the discovery of conflicts of interest between reviewers and

3

As of May, 2020 users may only edit their own profile. However, there are plans to allow users to edit a
wider collection of profiles, e.g., any profile. This presents a more difficult setting in which we expect their to
be a larger number of data entry errors. Importantly, our proposed framework is designed to be effective in this
setting.
4

There are a handful of cases of incorrect data entry from users. We hypothesize that this is a result of
users either "testing" the system or trying to resolve coreference mistakes.
5

https://dblp.uni-trier.de/

6

The OpenReview team may modify a specific record, but this is rare. By "immutable", we mean that once
a record is added to the system, it is never overwritten or deleted by a user edit or other data upload. This is an
instance of treating edits as mentions, that we advocate for earlier in this thesis.
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OpenReview
Number of mentions
663,957
Number of edits
25,411
Number of profiles
202,463

ECCV Subset
59,848
14,787
8,193

Table 5.1: Statistics of the full OpenReview.net KB as well as the subset corresponding to
ECCV.

submissions. Both are crucial in matching submissions to reviewers. Uploaded records were
either added to existing profiles or caused the creation of new profiles via the team’s ER
heuristics.
Afterward, XGS was run on the entirety of the OpenReview KB, including all previous
human edits. The result was mention-level ER predictions. In detail, a prediction assigns
each record—i.e., all human edits and other data in the system—to an inferred entity.
During ER, inferred entities are represented as arbitrary ids, and any two records assigned
to the same inferred entity are considered coreferent. The predictions can be interpreted
as suggesting either: a merger among a collection of profiles, a split of one profile into
multiple sub-profiles, or a combination of both. Desiring high precision entity resolution, the
OpenReview team proceeded to manually inspect the XGS predictions and label those that
were correct at the entity level, i.e., they used XGS’s predictions to inform which current
profiles—not mentions—should be merged together or split. Table 5.1 contains statistics
describing the OpenReview KB as well as the OpenReview team’s manual curation effort.
We use this hand curated list of mergers to evaluate our proposed framework for integrating human edits with a KB under identity uncertainty. However, we raise a handful of
important considerations that must be kept in mind when analyzing our experimental results.
1. Due to resource constraints, the team focused only on candidate mergers. Therefore,
we expect the number of false negatives (i.e., necessary mergers that were not predicted
by XGS) to be low.
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2. Similarly, evaluations using the data do not substantially address the quality of XGS’s
predictions corresponding to splitting profiles.
3. The manual labels may contain errors. However, we expect the number of incorrect
mergers and missed mergers (among the ECCV subset) to be small, if non-zero.

5.4.3

Experimental Setup

We use the labeled dataset described above to evaluate XGS, our proposed strategy of
representing edits as mentions, and structuring edits with packaging and payload. XGS
requires a entity-level similarity function. In our experiments, we test two models: the
lenient model and the strict model. The difference between the two is how they handle
human edit negations (Section 4.3.1), i.e., edits that express that a certain attribute is not
true (for example, an edit expressing that a scientist was never affiliated with a particular
university). The lenient model down-weights the scores between two groups of mentions
where one group expresses some attribute, and the other expresses the negation of that
attribute. The strict model predicts that two such groups of mentions are not coreferent,
without regard for any other evidence. Both models are constructed by hand and resemble
linear models7 so that their decisions are interpretable and easy to debug, which are both
crucial properties for a model deployed within OpenReview.

5.4.3.1

Evaluation

We evaluate XGS and our edit integration strategy using F-Score, where the ground-truth
is comprised of the manual mergers labeled in the ECCV subset of OpenReview (Table
5.1). We report both mention-level and entity-level F-Scores. Mention-level statistics are
computed using the standard protocol for computing pairwise F1. Entity-level statistics are
computed by measuring F1 at the entity level. Specifically, at the entity level, a true positive

7
Both models are linear except that they may return early if a telling conditions holds (e.g., two edits that
were contributed by the same user to that user’s profile page are considered coreferent).
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describes a case in which XGS correctly predicts all mentions of an inferred entity, ê1 ,
should be merged with all mentions of inferred entity ê2 . In this way, entity-level statistics
are much less forgiving than mention-level statistics. However, they reflect the OpenReview
Team’s data curation efforts, which entailed manual merging at the profile (i.e., entity) level.
Additionally, entity-level statistics better reflect user experience than mention-level statistics.
A single mention split from other coreferent mentions incurs a relatively large entity-level
F-Score penalty, but a relatively low mention-level F-Score penalty. In OpenReview, such
an error manifests to the user as two separate scientists (i.e., profiles); arguably a large error
that, at the time of writing, requires intervention from the OpenReview Team to fix.

5.4.3.2

Constructing Packaging and Payload

When a user submits an edit via the profile UI, a corresponding edit must be created
which contains a packaging and a payload (Section 4.3.1.1). In our experiments, by default,
all existing information on a profile page is included in the packaging of an edit. Additionally,
non-negation edits (e.g., a user adding an email address to their profile) are stored in the
packaging. Negations (e.g., a user removing an email address from their profile) are stored
in the payload with a weight of -1. This biases XGS to treat edits containing negations as
correcting noisy data before consideration as corrections to coreference resolution (discussed
further below, in Section 5.2.1).

5.4.4

Experiment 1: Size of Internal Structure

We begin our empirical analysis by measuring the size of the trees constructed by
G RINCH, G RINCH -S HALLOW and XGS when run on the entirety of OpenReview.net,
including user edits. We measure the number of nodes because the OpenReview team
desires that our integration framework create the fewest number of additional records in
their database as possible. Prior to running XGS, we assign each mention to at least one
(but potentially many) canopies [100]. We run XGS on blocks of 100,000 mentions. For a
canopy, c, all mentions that are members of c appear in the same block. The results appear
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Nodes
Internal nodes

G RINCH
1,327,913 (-0.0%)
663,956 (-0.0%)

G RINCH -S HALLOW
1,123,938 (-15.36%)
459,981 (-30.72%)

XGS
914,087 (-31.16%)
250,130 (-62.33%)

Table 5.2: Tree Size. Size of trees constructed by three ER methods on the OpenReview
KB. Numbers in parentheses represent relative reduction in size compared to the tree built
by G RINCH (i.e., full binary tree).

in Table 5.2. We observe that XGS reduces the overall tree size (in terms of number of
nodes) by more than 30% when compared to G RINCH. Note that this includes the mentions
and the leaves of the tree, which none of the three methods ever consolidate. When only
considering internal nodes, we calculate that XGS reduces tree size by more than 60% on
the OpenReview KB.

5.4.5

Experiment 2: Edits as Mentions

Next, we investigate the effect of treating edits as mentions and allowing edits to
participate in ER. To do this, XGS is run on the entire OpenReview dataset (including user
edits) and evaluated against the labeled ECCV data. We compare XGS with both the lenient
and the strict model to the KB before ER is run (no coref). This represents the state of the
KB after data has been uploaded and incorporated via the OpenReview Team’s heuristics.
All edits are assigned to the profile on which they are contributed. Note that we do not apply
XGS for the no coref method.
We also compare XGS run on the non-edit data in the KB (w/o edits). This resembles
an approach which runs coreference to build profile pages, and then applies edits to those
pages, but does not use the edits to further improve ER. Note that the lenient and strict
models only differ in their handling of edits, and so they both produce the same results in
this setting. For the sake of a fair comparison, edits are omitted when computing precision,
recall and F1 for all approaches.
The results appear in Table 5.3. The results show that running coreference and treating the
edits as mention achieves higher F-Score than applying the edits to profiles after coreference.
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Strategy ↑
no coref
mention w/o edits
level
lenient
strict
no coref
entity w/o edits
level
lenient
strict
Eval.

Precision ↑
1.0
0.999
0.998
0.999
0.0
0.992
0.994
0.994

Recall ↑
0.839
0.929
0.932
0.932
0.0
0.324
0.399
0.398

F-Score ↑
0.912
0.963
0.964
0.964
0.0
0.489
0.570
0.569

Table 5.3: Edits as Mentions. A comparison if the initial state of the KB, coreference run
without including human edits, and the edits-as-mentions approach advocated in this thesis.

The improvement is particularly dramatic at the entity level ( 7%). Both the lenient and
strict models perform similarly. Note that at the entity-level, the no coref strategy achieves
0.0 F-Score. This is because, at the entity-level, each profile is a singleton, and therefore
with no merging at the entity-level, no coref predicts 0 true positives.

5.4.6

Experiment 3: Packaging and Payload

Next, we investigate our proposed packaging and payload edit structure. Recall that
attributes included in user edits may be stored in either the packaging or the payload (Section
4.3.1.1). Attributes in the packaging are used to compute model scores between groups of
mentions. During canonicalization, any attributes stored in a mention’s payload are added to
its parent’s packaging. Together, packaging and payload are sufficient for handling missing
data, data errors, and coreference errors (Section 5.2.1). However, users do not specify
which attributes of the edits they provide should be included in the packaging and which
attributes should be included in the payload.
In this experiment, we evaluate 3 methods of assigning attributes to packaging and
payload. First, we test the pack only strategy, which stores no attributes in the payload.
This corresponds to a naive implementation of edits as mentions. Next, we test two more
distinct approaches; both store all attributes of the profile being edited in the packaging. The
negative pay strategy stores all negations contained in a user edit in the payload (Section
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Eval.

Model
L
L
ment.
L
level
S
S
S
L
L
entity
L
level
S
S
S

Edit
TP ↑
pack 959638 (+0.00%)
neg. 962880 (+0.34%)
mod. 961794 (+0.22%)
pack 961512 (+0.20%)
neg. 962652 (+0.19%)
mod. 961566 (+0.01%)
pack
1161 (+0.00%)
neg.
1166 (+0.43%)
mod.
1163 (+0.17%)
pack
1158 (-0.26%)
neg.
1163 (-0.26%)
mod.
1160 (-0.26%)

FP ↓
FN ↓
1308 (+0.00%) 73277 (+0.00%)
1326 (-1.38%) 70035 (+4.42%)
1308 (+0.00%) 71121 (+2.94%)
1308 (+0.00%) 71403 (+2.56%)
1326 (-1.38%) 70263 (+1.60%)
1308 (+0.00%) 71349 (+0.08%)
6 (+0.00%)
1758 (+0.00%)
7 (-16.7%)
1753 (+0.11%)
6 (+0.00%)
1756 (-0.17%)
6 (+0.00%)
1761 (+0.11%)
7 (-16.6%)
1756 (-0.17%)
6 (+0.00%)
1759 (-0.06%)

F1 ↑
0.963
0.964
0.964
0.964
0.964
0.964
0.568
0.570
0.569
0.567
0.569
0.568

Table 5.4: Packaging and Payload. Effects of various constructions of packaging and
payload on true positives (TP), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) and the corresponding percent improvement over the pack only strategy with the lenient model.

5.4.3.2). In the modify pay strategy, if, for a particular field, there is both a negation and a
new value (e.g., a user removes a existing email from their profile and contributes a new
one), then both are stored in the payload; otherwise, the new attribute and/or negation are
stored in the packaging. In this way, the modify pay strategy applies a heuristic that tries to
identify instances of users correcting data errors, e.g., misspelled email addresses, incorrect
affiliation years, etc. These errors should be remedied through "overwriting" rather than
modifications of coreference, and therefore, when users add or modify (rather than remove)
attributes from their profiles, these attributes are stored in the payload where they have less
chance of affecting coreference decisions.
Table 5.4 compares the performance of the 3 strategies. While the 3 strategies perform
similarly in terms of F-Score on the ECCV dataset, the modify pay strategy achieves the
largest number of true positives and the smallest number of false negatives. Moreover, the
pack only strategy achieves the lowest number of true positives and the highest number of
false negatives. The results suggest that there is utility in structuring edits with packaging
and payload, rather than including all edit attributes at packaging.
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5.4.7

Experiment 4: Must-link and Cannot-link Constraints

In this dissertation we proposed attribute editing, in which users provide edits to canonicalized, inferred entity profiles (Section 4.2.3). These edits contain new attributes as well
as negations of existing attributes. Another type of user edit, which are more common
in the ER and clustering literature and which we previously discussed, are must-link and
cannot link constraints. Attribute editing is a strict generalization of must-link and cannot
constraints. That is, must-link and cannot-link constraints can be simulated via attribute
editing. However, the reverse is not true: classic must-link and cannot-link constraints
cannot be used to encode all attribute edits.
As an empirical proof we again turn to the ECCV dataset. Recall that the OpenReview
team used XGS predictions to inform which profiles should be merged. In manually deciding
which profiles should be merged, the OpenReview team effectively created edits that could
be interpreted as must-link constraints among profiles. Morevoer, after the OpenReview
team performed the mergers, they were alerted (usually by the profile owners) that some
merges were incorrect. The team proceeded to split the profiles back into their constituents
that existed before merging. These splits can be interpreted as cannot-link constraints among
profiles.
We simulate must-link and cannot-link constraints via attribute editing as follows. For
each merger, we create a mention that stores merge ids of all mentions (including edits)
associated with the profiles being merged. Moreover, we modify the model used by XGS
(i.e., lenient and strict) to return a high score for any two groups of mentions such that
one group contains mentions whose ids are stored in the merge ids of other. For a split of
one profile into multiple constituent profiles, we create one mention per constituent. Each
mention stores the merge ids of the mentions associated with its constituent, as well as the
split ids of the mentions in the profiles it must be split from. We then modify the model so
that it gives a low score if to two groups of mentions such that one group contains mentions
whose ids are in among the split ids of the other. If two groups contain both corresponding
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split and merge ids, the groups are deemed to be not coreferent. We run a final proof of
concept with the modified model and and find that we achieve perfect F-Score, as expected.
Most important, this shows that flexibility of attribute editing, and also shows how mergers
and splits performed by the OpenReview Team can be encoded as mentions, and included
among the rest of the evidence during coreference resolution.

5.4.8

Discussion

The experiments in this section represent an application of our proposed framework—
which includes representing edits as mentions with packaging and payload—in the context
of a real-world system: OpenReview.net. Our results tell a consistent story: leveraging
user edits during ER improves the mention-level and entity-level F-Score of the KB on
a small labeled data subset. Moreover, we observe small, but consistent, improvement in
F-Score when edit contents are partitioned into packaging and payload. In practical terms,
using XGS helped the OpenReview team merge 8,193 incorrectly split profiles into 4,303
profiles.
In our second experiment (Section 5.4.5) we notice is that effect sizes are larger at the
entity-level than the mention level. Specifically, when edits are represented mentions and
used during ER, we observe a 7% improvement in F-Score at the entity-level. This is much
larger than the same statistic at the mention level ( 0.1% improvement). The reason for
this discrepancy is that many profiles are split such that many components of the split only
include a handful of mentions. This leads to relatively small penalties at the mention-level
but large penalties at the entity-level. However, in practice, this type of error results in a
user having multiple corresponding profiles, which, we argue, is a significant issue.
This trend is also apparent in the packaging and payload experiment (in terms of FScore), yet is more understated. Here, we see that the naïve strategy of including all user
edit contents in the packaging yields lower F-Score numbers than splitting the attributes into
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packaging and payload. Even though the effect size is small, this result suggests that there is
a benefit to (deliberately) partitioning edit contents.
We believe that the effect sizes are small for a handful of reasons. First, note that we
evaluate our approach using F-Score, which measure effectiveness of ER. In particular,
our measurements correspond to how much better user edits make XGS at ER. What this
does not include are: edits that contribute missing attributes on a profile or correct incorrect
attributes on a profile, but do not affect coreference. For example, an edit specifying which
of a user’s email addresses is their preferred email address typically does not affect ER.
Theses types of edits make up a significant portion of the edits in the ECCV subset, meaning
that effect sizes—measured in terms of ER—are expected to be small.
Additionally, we note that in the ECCV dataset, edits are generated by logged in users
about their own profiles. With this knowledge, the models used by XGS (i.e., lenient/strict)
always consider edits generated by the same user as coreferent. Thus, the edits do not exhibit
identity uncertainty, which makes ER considerably easier. For this reason, and for the sake
of fair comparison with methods that do not leverage user edit, the edits are excluded when
measuring F-Score (but included in ER), decreasing the total number of mentions in the
evaluation. Since user edits can be assumed to always be assigned to the correct profile,
the primary benefit of using the edits (with respect to our F-Score evaluation) is to resolve
identity uncertainty associated with data uploaded by the OpenReview team. This includes
instances mentions there were originally not-included in a users profiles, and instances of
mentions being incorrectly included on a user’s profile. As the results show, performing
coreference at the mention-level without using edits achieves relatively high F-Score ( 96%),
which leaves little room for improvement once edits are integrated. Despite this, we still see
improvements when leveraging the user edits.
Finally, we remark that the ECCV dataset is relatively small and only contains profile
mergers (as opposed to mergers and splits). Unlike many author coreference datasets [21,
42], the ECCV data was not designed to be ambiguous, i.e., a difficult dataset in which to
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perform ER. Instead, it reflects a real instance in which ER is necessary, which includes
many non-ambiguous author names. Despite the above considerations, the experimental
results are evidence of the utility of our proposed approach.
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c

z

d

<latexit sha1_base64="7nfV6eRMWayCTN0mkXtoSiNbivU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Pk1P9+PQXhD+oRqH4scggEcsU+4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Fkvtj1w9iEEAuSdqXT0yb/2Jivo=">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</latexit>

z

d

b

<latexit sha1_base64="Pk1P9+PQXhD+oRqH4scggEcsU+4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Fkvtj1w9iEEAuSdqXT0yb/2Jivo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3Ol7c7kHDUVUvaODExPx6avJZz0=">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</latexit>

(b) g(z, b) = z.σ.

(a) Initial Subtree.
r0
<latexit sha1_base64="beZ8O+C2RBwHGe17xSwJRS05qMQ=">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</latexit>

c

r’’

<latexit sha1_base64="7nfV6eRMWayCTN0mkXtoSiNbivU=">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</latexit>

c

d

d

<latexit sha1_base64="7nfV6eRMWayCTN0mkXtoSiNbivU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Fkvtj1w9iEEAuSdqXT0yb/2Jivo=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="Pk1P9+PQXhD+oRqH4scggEcsU+4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Fkvtj1w9iEEAuSdqXT0yb/2Jivo=">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</latexit>

a

z
<latexit sha1_base64="Pk1P9+PQXhD+oRqH4scggEcsU+4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="54YpOsmHS9mAUMcW011dntuUDOI=">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</latexit>

b

a
<latexit sha1_base64="54YpOsmHS9mAUMcW011dntuUDOI=">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</latexit>

b

<latexit sha1_base64="3Ol7c7kHDUVUvaODExPx6avJZz0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3Ol7c7kHDUVUvaODExPx6avJZz0=">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</latexit>

(c) g(z, a) 6= z.σ.

(d) g(par(d), c) = par(d).σ.

Figure 5.2: xrestruct. Figure 5.2a shows a subtree immediately after a sibling of z has
been moved elsewhere (e.g., as a child of b). First, collect the siblings of z and the siblings
of its ancestors, i.e., a, b, c, and d. In this example, b is the highest scoring with z (according
the model g). Since g(z, b) = z.σ, b is made a child of z (Figure 5.2b). Afterward, the
process is repeated from the parent of the best sibling, i.e., par(b) = z. The new highest
scoring node with z is a, but g(z, a) 6= z.σ so a is made a sibling of z (Figure 5.2c). The
process is repeated at the parent of the best sibling, i.e., par(a). The new highest scoring
node is d (among c and d). Since g(par(a), d) 6= par(a).σ, but par(a) and d are already
only siblings, the tree remains unchanged (not depicted). Finally, the process is repeated
from par(d). Since g(par(d), c) = par(d).σ (Figure 5.2d), c is made a child of par(d).
Afterwards, xrestruct terminates.
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r
<latexit sha1_base64="ca2ov/jjsN6LOM4w3GvUgoSIung=">AAADBXicdVLLahsxFJWnjyTuK2mX3YiaQjc1M0mhWYakiywdiJOAZwgazR2PiB6DpGlthNZddNt+Rnal235Hf6LfUNke0nhCLggdzjlCR1c3rzkzNo7/9KIHDx893tjc6j95+uz5i+2dl2dGNZrCmCqu9EVODHAmYWyZ5XBRayAi53CeXx0t9PPPoA1T8tTOa8gEmUpWMkpsoE705fYgHsbLwndB0oIBamt0udP7mxaKNgKkpZwYM0ni2maOaMsoB99PGwM1oVdkCpMAJRFgMrdM6vHbwBS4VDosafGSvX3CEWHMXOTBKYitTFdbkPdpthIer5EzE9B6JDfVpK4YnXWC2nI/c0zWjQVJVznLhmOr8KJruGAaqOXzAAjVLDwV04poQm3obT+1FSgNIcKcgyugZJIt2hvukPClFW/z7tM9nnb37rQFS5UqIYgsXJozP0kyl1qYhb9e7XnpBon3HSfhU7/SDXUj0LTy6U07OsacdqzvD4/+u8OEJN15uAvOdofJ3nD35MPg4LCdlU30Gr1B71CCPqIDdIxGaIwoAvQNfUc/oq/RdfQz+rWyRr32zCu0VtHvf3kiAEU=</latexit>

r

<latexit sha1_base64="SZdUmhkahw5+lmp7d8WsbCnfJcc=">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</latexit>

f

<latexit sha1_base64="U5yH+mC68ePNk25Jtk7A3D1kGcg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Fkvtj1w9iEEAuSdqXT0yb/2Jivo=">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</latexit>

z

c

b

<latexit sha1_base64="54YpOsmHS9mAUMcW011dntuUDOI=">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</latexit>

a

<latexit sha1_base64="7nfV6eRMWayCTN0mkXtoSiNbivU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3Ol7c7kHDUVUvaODExPx6avJZz0=">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</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="7nfV6eRMWayCTN0mkXtoSiNbivU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Pk1P9+PQXhD+oRqH4scggEcsU+4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SZdUmhkahw5+lmp7d8WsbCnfJcc=">AAADBXicdVLLahsxFJWnjyTuK2mX3YiaQjc1M0mhWYakiywdiJOAZwgazR2PiB6DpGlthNZddNt+Rnal235Hf6LfUNke0nhCLggdzjlCR1c3rzkzNo7/9KIHDx893tjc6j95+uz5i+2dl2dGNZrCmCqu9EVODHAmYWyZ5XBRayAi53CeXx0t9PPPoA1T8tTOa8gEmUpWMkpsoE7Ky+1BPIyXhe+CpAUD1Nbocqf3Ny0UbQRISzkxZpLEtc0c0ZZRDr6fNgZqQq/IFCYBSiLAZG6Z1OO3gSlwqXRY0uIle/uEI8KYuciDUxBbma62IO/TbCU8XiNnJqD1SG6qSV0xOusEteV+5pisGwuSrnKWDcdW4UXXcME0UMvnARCqWXgqphXRhNrQ235qK1AaQoQ5B1dAySRbtDfcIeFLK97m3ad7PO3u3WkLlipVQhBZuDRnfpJkLrUwC3+92vPSDRLvO07Cp36lG+pGoGnl05t2dIw57VjfHx79d4cJSbrzcBec7Q6TveHuyYfBwWE7K5voNXqD3qEEfUQH6BiN0BhRBOgb+o5+RF+j6+hn9GtljXrtmVdoraLf/wBZlgA5</latexit>

a

f

<latexit sha1_base64="U5yH+mC68ePNk25Jtk7A3D1kGcg=">AAADBXicdVLLahsxFJWnjyTuK2mX3YiaQjc1M0mhWYakiywdiJOAZwgazR2PiB6DpGlthNZddNt+Rnal235Hf6LfUNke0nhCLggdzjlCR1c3rzkzNo7/9KIHDx893tjc6j95+uz5i+2dl2dGNZrCmCqu9EVODHAmYWyZ5XBRayAi53CeXx0t9PPPoA1T8tTOa8gEmUpWMkpsoE7gcnsQD+Nl4bsgacEAtTW63On9TQtFGwHSUk6MmSRxbTNHtGWUg++njYGa0CsyhUmAkggwmVsm9fhtYApcKh2WtHjJ3j7hiDBmLvLgFMRWpqstyPs0WwmP18iZCWg9kptqUleMzjpBbbmfOSbrxoKkq5xlw7FVeNE1XDAN1PJ5AIRqFp6KaUU0oTb0tp/aCpSGEGHOwRVQMskW7Q13SPjSird59+keT7t7d9qCpUqVEEQWLs2ZnySZSy3Mwl+v9rx0g8T7jpPwqV/phroRaFr59KYdHWNOO9b3h0f/3WFCku483AVnu8Nkb7h78mFwcNjOyiZ6jd6gdyhBH9EBOkYjNEYUAfqGvqMf0dfoOvoZ/VpZo1575hVaq+j3P1b1ADg=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Fkvtj1w9iEEAuSdqXT0yb/2Jivo=">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</latexit>

e

d

e

d

<latexit sha1_base64="ca2ov/jjsN6LOM4w3GvUgoSIung=">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</latexit>

b

<latexit sha1_base64="54YpOsmHS9mAUMcW011dntuUDOI=">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</latexit>

x

<latexit sha1_base64="3Ol7c7kHDUVUvaODExPx6avJZz0=">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</latexit>

x

<latexit sha1_base64="SJBc9m36e1lC/ojl/vfvEsC6Kek=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SJBc9m36e1lC/ojl/vfvEsC6Kek=">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</latexit>

(a) Input x. xupdate from a.

(b) a.σ > g(a, b) > g(a, c).

r
<latexit sha1_base64="ca2ov/jjsN6LOM4w3GvUgoSIung=">AAADBXicdVLLahsxFJWnjyTuK2mX3YiaQjc1M0mhWYakiywdiJOAZwgazR2PiB6DpGlthNZddNt+Rnal235Hf6LfUNke0nhCLggdzjlCR1c3rzkzNo7/9KIHDx893tjc6j95+uz5i+2dl2dGNZrCmCqu9EVODHAmYWyZ5XBRayAi53CeXx0t9PPPoA1T8tTOa8gEmUpWMkpsoE705fYgHsbLwndB0oIBamt0udP7mxaKNgKkpZwYM0ni2maOaMsoB99PGwM1oVdkCpMAJRFgMrdM6vHbwBS4VDosafGSvX3CEWHMXOTBKYitTFdbkPdpthIer5EzE9B6JDfVpK4YnXWC2nI/c0zWjQVJVznLhmOr8KJruGAaqOXzAAjVLDwV04poQm3obT+1FSgNIcKcgyugZJIt2hvukPClFW/z7tM9nnb37rQFS5UqIYgsXJozP0kyl1qYhb9e7XnpBon3HSfhU7/SDXUj0LTy6U07OsacdqzvD4/+u8OEJN15uAvOdofJ3nD35MPg4LCdlU30Gr1B71CCPqIDdIxGaIwoAvQNfUc/oq/RdfQz+rWyRr32zCu0VtHvf3kiAEU=</latexit>

e

d

e

<latexit sha1_base64="U5yH+mC68ePNk25Jtk7A3D1kGcg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Fkvtj1w9iEEAuSdqXT0yb/2Jivo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="U5yH+mC68ePNk25Jtk7A3D1kGcg=">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</latexit>

z

c
<latexit sha1_base64="7nfV6eRMWayCTN0mkXtoSiNbivU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Pk1P9+PQXhD+oRqH4scggEcsU+4=">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</latexit>

f

z

d

<latexit sha1_base64="SZdUmhkahw5+lmp7d8WsbCnfJcc=">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</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="54YpOsmHS9mAUMcW011dntuUDOI=">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</latexit>

b

a

<latexit sha1_base64="3Ol7c7kHDUVUvaODExPx6avJZz0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="54YpOsmHS9mAUMcW011dntuUDOI=">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</latexit>

x

c
<latexit sha1_base64="7nfV6eRMWayCTN0mkXtoSiNbivU=">AAADBXicdVLLatwwFNW4jyTTV9IuuxEdCt10sJNCswxJF1lOIJMExibI19djEUk2ktzOILzuotv2M7Ir3fY7+hP9hmpmTJpxyAWhwzlH6OjqppXgxobhn17w4OGjxxubW/0nT589f7G98/LMlLUGHEMpSn2RMoOCKxxbbgVeVBqZTAWep1dHC/38M2rDS3Vq5xUmkk0Vzzkw66kTuNwehMNwWfQuiFowIG2NLnd6f+OshFqisiCYMZMorGzimLYcBDb9uDZYMbhiU5x4qJhEk7hl0oa+9UxG81L7pSxdsrdPOCaNmcvUOyWzhelqC/I+zRayoWvkzHi0HslNNasKDrNOUJvvJ46rqraoYJUzrwW1JV10jWZcI1gx94CB5v6pFAqmGVjf235sCyw1+ghzgS7DnCu+aK+/Q+GXVrzNu0/3eNq9cactWKpQSslU5uKUN5MocbHFmf/r1Z7mbhA1TcfJxLRZ6QbcCDUUTXzTjo4xhY71/eHRf7efkKg7D3fB2e4w2hvunnwYHBy2s7JJXpM35B2JyEdyQI7JiIwJECTfyHfyI/gaXAc/g18ra9Brz7wiaxX8/gdRswA2</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Pk1P9+PQXhD+oRqH4scggEcsU+4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Fkvtj1w9iEEAuSdqXT0yb/2Jivo=">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</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="SZdUmhkahw5+lmp7d8WsbCnfJcc=">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</latexit>

b
<latexit sha1_base64="3Ol7c7kHDUVUvaODExPx6avJZz0=">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</latexit>
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z.σ > g(z, c);

(c)
e.σ = g(e, f ) > g(e, d).

(d) e.σ = g(e, d).

Figure 5.3: xupdate. Let x be the newly inserted node, then an xupdate begins from
its parent, a. Find the highest scoring sibling with a under model g—in this example, b.
If a.σ > g(a, b), then make a and b siblings (Figure 5.3b). Continue from z = par(a),
the (new) parent of a. Again, z.σ > g(z, c) so z and c remain (binary) siblings. However,
when repeating the procedure from e, f is made a child of e since e.σ = g(e, f ) (Figure
5.3c). Finally, d is also made a child of e since e.σ = g(e, d) (Figure 5.3d). This shows how
xupdate maintains Invariant 1.
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Figure 5.4: Effect of edit placement. Circles and squares at the leaves of the tree represent
mentions and edits, respectively. All mentions and feedback refer to the same ground-truth
entity (represented by blue fill). Letter-filled, brackets below/above nodes represent raw
and canonicalized attributes; the edit, f1 , stores A in its packaging and −D in its payload.
Green, gray and red letters represent correct, missing and incorrect attributes, respectively.
Figure 5.4a illustrates a subtree before an edit is provided. The corresponding inferred entity
has a single incorrect attribute coming from noise in x3 . Figure 5.4b shows one placement
of the edit (f1 ), which results in two inferred entities (incorrect). Figure 5.4c shows a second
placement of the edit, which alleviates initial incorrect attribute.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This thesis studies methods for leveraging user feedback during KB construction, especially for KBs whose mentions exhibit identity uncertainty. To begin, we outlined a number
of desiderata for a user feedback integration framework (Chapter 2). These desiderata led
us to develop G RINCH, an incremental ER algorithm that performs both local and global
rearrangements to support splitting and merging of mention clusters in response to new
data (Chapter 3). We prove that G RINCH is theoretically well-motivated and that it works
efficiently and effectively on both author coreference and general clustering benchmarks.
Next, we address one of the key challenges of user feedback integration: feedback that
exhibits identity uncertainty (Chapter 4). In light of this challenge, we propose to represent
user feedback as mentions and allow the ER algorithm to determine to which KB entity
each piece of feedback refers. We also identify the challenge of determining the source of
each KB error. To this end, we propose a representation of user feedback that is comprised
of packaging and payload, which allows feedback to facilitate recovery from multiple error
types. In author coereference experiments with synthetic user feedback we show that treating
feedback as mentions with packaging and payload tends to lead to the fastest recovery of
the ground-truth partition (when compared to other treatments and representations of user
feedback).
Finally, we study user feedback integration in the OpenReview.net system (Section
5.4). Due to the scale of the OpenReview database, as well as the requirement to run in a
small amount of memory, we develop XGS (Chapter 5), a variant of G RINCH that builds
a forest of trees having arbitrary branching factors. We use XGS to run ER on the entire
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OpenReview dataset and then use a labeled subset of the data (i.e., the ECCV subset) to
evaluate our approach. The results reveal that in comparison to G RINCH, XGS builds
a tree on the OpenReview data that exhibits a 62% reduction in the number of internal
nodes required. Consistent with previous experiments, we find that representing feedback as
mentions with packaging and payload leads to gains in the F-Score of entity resolution.

6.1

Directions for Future Work

This thesis helps to initiate a path forward for leveraging user feedback to help make
KBs more complete and accurate. Despite our positive experimental results, this topic merits
futher investigation. In the following subsections we discuss 7 distinct avenues of related
future research.

6.1.1

Alternative Feedback Styles

In this thesis we develop and focus on attribute feedback (Section 4.2.3), which grants
users the ability to provide feedback at the entity-level. In Section 5.4, we also briefly
describe how attribute feedback is a generalization of traditional pairwise-mention feedback.
However, other styles of feedback exist, and new modes of user interaction with a KB come
to mind easily. Below, we describe two alternatives to attribute feedback, but we also stress
that the space of user feedback formats is unbounded and that each KB may benefit from a
distinct style of interaction.
As a first example, we raise Snorkel, in which users write heuristics that are automatically
combined with one another to help label data [90]. Unlike Snorkel, these heuristics could be
used instead at inference time (i.e., during ER and canonicalization). In OpenReview.net,
users could provide similar heuristics, expressing their beliefs about things like: the number
of simultaneous affiliations a person is likely to have, the length of a typical career in
research, the number of distinct areas of expertise one person is likely to have, etc.—similar
in flavor to generalized expectation [74]. These heuristics could even be easily supplied
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by the KB maintainers (e.g., the OpenReview team), who spend a considerable amount
of time with the underlying KB data, but may have little expertise in KB construction
techniques. In KBs that exhibit identity uncertainty, it is easy to see that these heuristics
could inform both ER and error correction. However, many related items require further
investigation: whether it would be most effective to encode these heuristics as mentions, how
they could be consumed by XGS, and the extent of the change in our proposed feedback
integration procedure that they would require. In a sense, these heuristics would exhibit
identity uncertainty: while a good heuristic might hold for many KB entities, there would
inevitably be a few for which it does not hold. Additionally, these heuristics may lead to
new challenges in determining the source of KB errors (i.e., either ER or missing/corrupted
data).
Another style of user feedback includes prompts from the system for users to input
data. For example, we might consider the KB soliciting currently logged in users who are
browsing the KB to verify certain facts as True or False; or soliciting users to contribute
specific pieces of data about others. We even envision scenarios where edits are supplied
implicitly rather than explicitly. For example, consider the process of recommending
reviewers during peer review. During this process, area chairs identify reviewers because
of their alleged area of expertise. Each reviewer identified in this way could be treated as
a raw piece of feedback that names a reviewer and their expertise (and potentially other
attributes). Feedback collected in this style—or more explicitly—could be easily represented
as mentions and used with XGS. However, feedback submitted by a user about others is
likely to induce more challenges related to identity uncertainty inherent in that feedback.

6.1.2

Models for ER

In our experiments with the OpenReview.net KB (Section 5.4) we use two, simple,
hand constructed models (i.e., not automatically trained). The reason for this is that the
relationship between XGS and the model being used is complex and difficult to reason
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about. Utilizing a simple model makes diagnosing errors easier; a crucial step before
model development in a production environment. Similarly, it is desirable to have some
guarantee that the model will behave in expected ways. For example, if an OpenReview
user identifies their DBLP page url, XGS should consider merging all corresponding
DBLP entries with that user’s profile; the opposite certainly should not occur. This is
easy to guarantee with some handmade models and more difficult to enforce for learned
models. Given the widespread success of trained models for ER, and especially author
disambiguation, we are confident that a trained model could outperform our hand constructed
models [42, 104, 21, 103, 120, 71, 110, 112, 127, 6]. However, it is unclear whether or not
we could endow such a trained model with our inductive biases, and, even if we could do so
successfully, if such a trained model would be easy to diagnose and modify such that it does
not make embarrassing errors.
Related work exists for the above concerns. Classic methods like generalized expectation
and posterior regularization attempt to encourage models to take up user specific inductive
biases [74, 34]. There has been significant recent interest in training interpretable models via
machine learning techniques [106, 60, 47]. Therefore we believe that developing methods
for training models that obey certain mandated behaviors and that are also easy to diagnose
represents a fruitful path for future work.
Finally, in long-lived KBs like OpenReview, there is a pressing need to update models as
vast amounts of new data—and especially labeled data—are ingested into the system. Thus
far, all of our experiments and setup assume that the model being used by XGS is static,
which is likely unrealistic in the long-term. However, changing the underlying ER model
could result in significant changes to the trees built by XGS, thereby negatively effecting
user experience. Therefore, we also envision a need for methods of updating the model used
by XGS in a way such that the downstream changes to the OpenReview KB are predictable,
and that the extent of these changes is well-understood, and perhaps, bounded.
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6.1.3

Sources of Error in KBs

One of the primary challenges that arises in integrating user feedback with KBs under
identity uncertainty is correctly reasoning about the sources of various KB errors. For
example, in OpenReview, when a user provides an edit claiming that they were never
affiliated with a particular institution, in order to make the appropriate correction, the
system must determine whether the mistake was caused by ER or a noisy mention. While
we develop the packaging and payload representation of edits to be flexible enough to
remedy both types of errors, this thesis does not definitively solve the issue of error source
determination.
One instance of previous work studies the ability to diagnose systemic errors in KBs [115].
This approach proves useful for KBs with identity uncertainty as well. However, unlike this
approach, we envision that certain types of errors and certain types of user feedback may be
indicative of the types of corrections necessary. While we can envision certain multi-step
interactions between the KB and a user to better understand the nature of certain errors (e.g.,
We see that you’ve indicated your email address is incorrect; is this likely a typo, or does
this email belong to someone else?), this style of solution is cumbersome in that it requires
significant engineering and testing, as well as time and attention from a logged in user.
Further investigations of error soure determination in KBs that exhibit identity uncertainty
is likely a fruitful area of future work.

6.1.4

Feedback Integration in Open Domain KBs

Our study has largely focused on KBs that posses relatively structured schemas for
entities. For example, in OpenReview, scientist entities have affiliations, biographical
information, specific relationships they can participate in, etc. In contrast, many KBs are
open domain, where, for example, surface forms occurring between two entities in text may
be considered a relation [9, 124, 30].
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Open domain KBs that exhibit identity uncertainty pose additional challenges for user
feedback integration. As one example, in these KBs, canonicalization plays a more significant role, since it requires that the KB determine which distinct text strings express the
same relationship (or attribute). First, this creates the additional challenge of detecting when
user feedback attempts to correct ER, noise, or canonicalization. Second, corrections to
canonicalization should be applied globally. For example, user feedback expressing that the
relationships was born in and birthplace of are semantically equivalent should
be applied throughout the KB, and not only to the KB entity who is the target of the feedback.
Representation of such user feedback and its application represent additional areas of future
study.
Just like in the KBs we study, in open-domain KBs, users may provide feedback
indicating missing relationships and attributes. More so than in our work, missing data errors
may be the result of errors in information extraction, an error source we do not consider.
Determining how to most effectively leverage user feedback to remedy errors in information
extraction also represents an avenue for future work.

6.1.5

Attributes with Continuous Representations

In our experiments, KB entities participate in relationships and possess attributes that
are represented as discrete objects. However, many KBs represent relations and attributes
in a continuous manner [93]. This scenario opens many questions like: how are attributes
with continuous representations shown to the user, what mechanisms should be used to
solicit user feedback in these cases, and how should the feedback be applied. For example,
it is conceivable that a scientist’s expertise would be represented as a dense vector, and
then displayed to the user as a ranked list of key words, or keywords with associated
strengths. A user may desire to add/remove some of these keywords, increase/decrease their
strengths, rank the keywords in an alternative order of descending strength, etc. Additional
considerations immediately come to mind with respect to negations: how should feedback
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claiming that a scientist is not an expert in a particular field be represented and how should
it be applied? Challenges also lie in determining how such feedback is canonicalized. We
note that feedback to continuous KB objects may still exhibit identity uncertainty and may
be difficult for ER to integrate.

6.1.6

Real Time Feedback Integration

G RINCH and XGS are incremental algorithms by design. This is because user feedback
naturally arrives continuously and in an online fashion. However, our experiments are
neither performed in a real-time setting, nor do they explore all of the challenges of real-time
user interaction.
We hypothesize that real-time integration may encourage users to supply additional
feedback. This is because with real-time integration, users can see the effects of their
feedback immediately. For example, in OpenReview, after a user supplies a missing affiliation, a real-time run of XGS could discover ER errors, resulting in additional publications
appearing on that user’s profile. If any of these publications were not written by the user, the
user might supply additional feedback in response.
While XGS is designed to be efficient enough for real-time integration, other engineering
concerns exist, e.g., locking. Since XGS is able to rearrange the hierarcichal clustering of the
mentions both locally and globally, two users providing feedback about the same KB entity
(and/or a simultaneous data upload) could create race conditions and/or inconsistencies
within the XGS forest. Considerations like locking must receive ample attention in order to
run XGS-based integration in real-time within deployed systems.

6.1.7

XGS for General Clustering

XGS is a powerful ER algorithm, and as such, it may also serve as a general purpose clustering algorithm. One advantage it has over G RINCH is that it may build more
compressed trees. However, the price for maintaining arbitrary branching factor is significantly increased computation. In the context of OpenReview, we were able to sidestep
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this drawback by designing models that led to wide and shallow trees (by providing strong
canopy/blocking heuristics and also making models output the same score in many cases).
While this worked well in the context of ER, these approaches may not be appropriate in
clustering problems involving other data types. Thus, one way forward is to design models
that are effective in general data domains that still produce similarly shaped trees. While
our algorithm has higher computational cost than G RINCH, storing shorter trees in memory
suggest that lower computational complexity may be possible. Perhaps cheaper methods of
maintaining Invariant 1 exist. Alternatively, there may be methods of parallelizing some
of XGS’s subroutines, simplifying the method further, or developing faster mini-batch
variants. Lowering the computational complexity of XGS, and its wall-clock running time,
are necessary in order for it to be more readily used by practitioners.
Finally, more investigation of the benefits of XGS’s shallow trees is necessary. In our
work, they aided in the challenge of resolving ambiguity in the sources of KB errors. We
note that shallow and wide trees also facilitate visual data exploration, which we do not
touch on here. Importantly, shallow and wide trees have a small memory footprint, which is
important for democratizing our method, i.e., making it accessible to practitioners without
access to significant computational power. In particular, we believe that democratization of
all methods—not only XGS—is an important endeavor worth significant exploration in the
immediate future.
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APPENDIX A
GRINCH

A.1

Proof of Theorem 1

Define the following properties:
Definition 5 (Strong Connectivity). Let G = (X , E) be a graph and let T [v] be a tree
rooted at a node v with leaves, lvs(v) = X 0 ⊆ X . v is connected if X 0 is a connected
subgraph of G. v is strongly connected if v and every descendant of v is connected. v is
a maximal strongly connected node if v is strongly connected and par(v) is not strongly
connected. Finally, the tree T satisfies strong connectivity if all connected nodes in T are
strongly connected.
Definition 6 (Completeness). Let G = (X , E) be a graph and let T [v] be a tree rooted at a
node v with leaves, lvs(v) = X 0 ⊆ X . Then v is complete if X 0 is a connected component
in G. The tree T satisfies completeness if the set of connected components of G are (the
leaves of) a tree consistent partition of T .
According to Theorem 1, G RINCH always constructs a tree that satisfies completeness.
To prove the theorem, we will show that after the addition of each new point, the resulting
tree satisfies strong connectivity and completeness. We analyze various subroutines of
G RINCH and demonstrate how they preserve strong connectivity, completeness or both. In
the proceeding lemmas and proofs, let G = (X , E) be a graph and let f be a model that
separates G.
Lemma 1 (Rotation Lemma). Let T be a tree with lvs(T ) = X , and let x be a new point
to be added to T . Then all nodes that were strongly connected before the addition of x are
strongly connected after the addition of x, i.e., rotations preserve strong connectivity.
Note: while rotations preserve strong connectivity, they do not guarantee completeness.
Therefore rotations are insufficient for proving Theorem 1.
Proof. Let v be a maximal strongly connected node in T and assume that x is added as a
leaf of v (rotations have not yet been applied). Consider two cases: (1) there exists an edge
between x and some leaf in lvs(v), and (2) there does not exist an edge between x and any
leaf in lvs(v).
Case 1: Let L ⊆ lvs(v) be the set of v’s descendant leaves to which x is connected.
Then x is initially added as a sibling of its nearest neighbor leaf, x0 , and x0 ∈ L because f
separates G. par(x) is strongly connected because there exists an edge between x and x0 .
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Figure A.1: A graph G with 3 connected components (Figure A.1a). In Figure A.1b and
Figure A.1c, black-bordered nodes are strongly connected, thick-black-border nodes are
maximal, gray bordered nodes are connected (but not strongly) and nodes with dashed borders are disconnected. The tree in Figure A.1b satisfies strong connectivity and completeness.
The tree in Figure A.1c does not satisfy strong connectivity because v1 is disconnected.

The addition of x does not disconnect v or any strongly connected descendant of v. To
see why, consider the siblings of the ancestors of x0 before the addition of x. Any such
sibling that was connected to x0 , is, after the addition of x, also connected to par(x) and
thus remains strongly connected. Nodes that are not ancestors of x cannot be disconnected
and thus, before rotations, strong connectivity is preserved.
Now consider subsequent rotations. By the logic above, x and its sibling, x0 = sib(x),
are connected. If a rotation succeeds then x and aunt(x) are swapped. So long as aunt(x)
and sib(x) form a connected subgraph in G, i.e., φ(sib(x), aunt(x)) = φ(x, sib(x)) =
1, then the rotation preserves strong connectivity.
The only way for a rotation to disrupt strong connectivity is if x and aunt(x) are
swapped, and sib(x) and aunt(x) do not form a connected subgraph in G, i.e., φ(x, sib(x)) >
φ(sib(x), aunt(x)). But, because f separates G, φ(x, sib(x)) > φ(sib(x), aunt(x)) =⇒
f (x, sib(x)) > f (sib(x), aunt(x)) and so, in this case, a rotation will not be performed
and the procedure terminates.
Case 2: If there does not exist an edge between x and any leaf in lvs(v), then after x is
made a sibling of some leaf x00 ∈ lvs(v), v is no longer strongly connected and so strong
connectivity has not been preserved. Since v was strongly connected before the addition
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Figure A.2: v is strongly connected and maximal. An attempt to make any gray-filled node
a sibling of v fails because the gray-filled nodes are strongly connected, but not maximal.
An attempt to make a dashed node a sibling of v may succeed because the dashed nodes are
also maximal strongly connected nodes. Merging either of the dotted nodes with v preserves
strong connectivity and completeness.

of x, there exists an edge between lvs(sib(x)) and lvs(aunt(x)). Since f separates G,
f (x, sib(x)) < f (sib(x), aunt(x)), which triggers the rotate subroutine. Rotations
proceed with respect to x at least until x is no longer a descendant of v, and thus, v remains
strongly connected. Strongly connected nodes that are not descendants of v are unaffected
by the rotations and so strong connectivity is preserved.
Lemma 2 (Grafting Lemma 1). Let T satisfy strong connectivity and completeness. Let
v be a node in T such that v is either a maximal strongly connected node or not strongly
connected. Then a graft operation initiated from v preserves strong connectivity and
completeness.
Proof. Let T be strongly connected and complete. Since lvs(v) is not a strict subset of any
connected component in G, there does not exist a non-empty subset s in lvs(T )\lvs(v)
such that s∪lvs(v) is a connected subgraph in G. For any node v 0 that is strongly connected
but not maximal, there must be an edge connecting lvs(v 0 ) and lvs(sib(v 0 )) and sib(v 0 )
must be strongly connected, so f (v 0 , sib(v 0 )) > f (v, v 0 ). Therefore, an attempt to make
any such v 0 the sibling of v fails.
If v 00 is a maximal strongly connected node, an attempt to make v 00 the sibling of v may
succeed but this does not disconnect any strongly connected subtrees in T . The same is true
if v 00 is not strongly connected.
Lemma 3 (Grafting Lemma 2). Let T be a tree such that lvs(T ) = X and let T satisfy
strong connectivity. Let v be strongly connected and let lvs(v) be a strict subset of the
vertices in some connected component, C, in G. Then, a graft initiated from v returns a
node v 0 such that v 0 is strongly connected and lvs(v) ⊂ lvs(v 0 ).
Proof. Since lvs(v) are a strict subset of the vertices in the connected component, C, there
exists a non-empty subset s in lvs(T )\lvs(v) such that s ∪ lvs(v) constitute the vertices
in C. Let ` maximize f (v, `) over all lvs(T ) \ lvs(v). By the fact that lvs(v) is a strict
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(b) Grafting Lemma 2 Visual Aid.

(a) Grafting Lemma 1 Visual Aid.

Figure A.3: We reuse the graph in Figure A.1a. The tree in Figure A.3a is strongly connected
and complete. Consider the node v. A graft initiated from v may make v 00 a sibling of v
because lvs(v) is not a (strict) subset of a connected component and v 00 is maximal. After
such a graft, notice that the tree would still satisfy strong connectivity and completeness.
The tree in Figure A.3b is strongly connected but not complete. Consider x3 which plays
the role of v in the proof of Grafting Lemma 2. When a constrained nearest neighbor search
is executed from its parent, v1 , the leaf x4 –which plays the role of `–is returned. If v1 and v2
are made siblings, their parent is strongly connected.

subset of a connected component, there must exist an edge between lvs(v) and `. Note
that ` is the leaf found when the constrained nearest neighbor search from v is initiated in
the first line of graft (Algorithm 1).
If f (v, `) < f (`, sib(`)), then there must exist an edge between ` and a node in
lvs(sib(`)) and so par(`) is strongly connected. If f (v, `) < f (v, sib(v)), then there
must exist an edge between a node in lvs(v) and a node in lvs(sib(v)) and so par(v)
is strongly connected. In both of these cases, we do not merge v with `, but instead attempt
another merge between two strongly connected nodes, either: par(v) with `, v with par(`),
or par(v) with par(`). As before, the two nodes we are attempting to merge also have an
edge between them.
Let v1 and v2 be two nodes involved in a merge and let v1 ∈ ancs(v) and v2 ∈ ancs(`).
If at some point
f (v1 , v2 ) > max[f (v1 , sib(v1 )), f (v2 , sib(v2 ))]
then v2 is made a sibling of v1 and the new parent of v1 is returned. Since v1 and v2 are
strongly connected and there exists an edge between lvs(v1 ) and lvs(v2 ), par(v1 ), which
is created by the merge, is strongly connected, and the lemma holds.
If a merge is never performed, the recursion stops when v1 = v2 = lca(v, `). In this
case, the lca, which we return, is already strongly connected and, by definition, its leaves
are a superset of lvs(v).
Lemma 4 (Restructuring Lemma). Let v ∈ T be strongly connected. Let a ∈ ancs(v) be
the deepest connected ancestor of v such that: a is not strongly connected, and all siblings
of the nodes on the path from v to a are strongly connected. Then restruct on inputs v
and a restructures T [a] so that a satisfies strong connectivity.
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(a) A graph G = (X , E).

(b) a is connected, but not strongly.
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Figure A.4: The restruct method. As before, black-filled nodes are maximal, gray-filled
nodes are strongly connected, nodes with no fill and solid borders are connected (but not
strongly) and nodes with dashed borders are disconnected. Also, note that the labels z, z 0 , `
and a0 do not apply to the same nodes throughout all figures so to match their usage in proof.
In Figure A.4b, z , v , x5 . sib(z) and z 0 are swapped to produce the tree in Figure A.4c.
Finally, sib(z) and z 0 from Figure A.4c are swapped to produce the tree in Figure A.4d,
which is strongly connected.

Proof. Let z be the deepest ancestor of v that is strongly connected with parent par(z) that
is disconnected. Since par(z) is disconnected (but by assumption both z and sib(z) are
connected), there are no edges between lvs(z) and lvs(sib(z)).
Let a0 be a child of a and without loss of generality, a0 6∈ ancs(z). Since a is the
deepest connected ancestor of z, there must exist an edge between lvs(z) and lvs(a0 ).
When computing the argmax of f (z, ·) in the restruct method, a node, z 0 , that is
connected to z will be returned and then swapped with sib(z). The new parent of z is
strongly connected because z and z 0 are both strongly connected and there exists an edge
between lvs(z) and lvs(z 0 ). Any subsequent swap attempted from a disconnected node
with a connected ancestor succeeds and produces a new parent that is strongly connected.
Since a is connected and a swap among the descendants of a do not change lvs(a),
swapping preserves the connectedness of a. Therefore, swaps proceed until the node a is
reached at which point a must be strongly connected.
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Note that a swap attempt between a strongly connected node and a node to which it
is not connected fails, because f separates G. A swap attempt between a connected node
and a node to which it is connected succeeds and produces a new parent that is strongly
connected.
We now prove Theorem 1.
Proof. We show by induction that if GRINCH is used to build a tree, T , over vertices, X ,
then the connected components of G are a tree consistent partition in T . Furthermore, T
satisfies strong connectivity.
Clearly, the theorem holds for the base case: a tree with a single node.
Let X = lvs(T ). Assume the inductive hypothesis: that T satisfies completeness and
strong connectivity. Now vertex x arrives.
If there does not exist an edge between x and any other vertex in X , then after rotations,
T 0 satisfies completeness. Since ∀a ∈ ancs(x), lvs(a) is a not a strict subset of any
connected component in G, by Grafting Lemma 1, subsequent graft attempts from the
ancestors of x preserve strong connectivity and completeness and so the theorem holds.
Assume that x is connected to some set of leaves s ⊆ lvs(T ). Since T satisfies strong
connectivity, by the Rotation Lemma, after x is added and rotations terminate, T 0 satisfies
strong connectivity. Note that T 0 may not satisfy completeness if, before the arrival of x,
the leaves in s formed at least 2 distinct connected subgraphs in G.
After rotations, a series of graft attempts are performed. Consider the first graft
initiated at par(x). By Grafting Lemma 2, the attempt returns a strongly connected ancestor
of x whose leaves are a strict superset of lvs(x). If a merge is performed that moves a
node v and makes it a sibling of v 0 , then strong connectivity may be violated. However,
notice that the only nodes that can be disconnected by such a merge are the node that, prior
to the merge, were ancestors of v and also descendants of a = lca(v, v 0 ).
After the merge, a is restructured, and by the Restructuring Lemma, the resulting tree
satisfies strong connectivity. Subsequent calls to graft proceed from a. Notice that each
invocation of graft returns a new strongly connected node with a strictly larger number
of descendant leaves, until the resulting tree satisfies completeness. Therefore, successive
grafting followed by restructuring eventually returns a node whose leaves are a connected
component of G. Ultimately, after rotations and grafting, T 0 must satisfy completeness and
strong connectivity.
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